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S. P. VIDAL

OFFERS TO RESIGN

TO ALL PEOPLE OF McKINLEY COUNTY GOTO GAMERCO

The Kiwanis Club of this city will hold a picnic at Port Wingate, Sunday, July 1st, 1923, for the benefit of your children, and, in order to. make
this a success, the Club wishes all children of this county to be present with

JEALOUS INDIAN

BIG CELEBRATION

ON WAR PATH

their parents.
Soft drinks, ice cream and coffee will be provided free but it will be
PROGRAM WILL START AT MAD AT HIS WIFE OVER
for parents to bring baskets well filled with lunch with them.
necessary
TUESDAY
SES
R.
JENNINGS
AT
W.
OFFICER
NIGHTS
Races and games for the youngsters will be the order of the day and
NINE A. M. WITH BIG
ALIENATED
LOVE AF-FAIBROUGHT SMITH TO HIS SION RESIGNATION
OF sports for the elders.
PARADE
AND
WILL
JOY
HER
ATTEMPTS
will
from
the
start
SENSES BY A SHOT THRU
MAYOR VIDAL WAS RE.
post
Every one is assured of a good time. Cars
DAY
TAKE
THE
of
THEN
SUICIDES
means
with
be
will
A.
autos
LIFE,
10
office
and
without
at
provided
BUT
M.,
NO
LEFT LEG
ACTION
persons
CEIVED,
getting to the Fort.
In another place of this issue you Joe White Badeonie, a Navajo InThe Ancient and HONORABLE Order of Pizzlewigs will alsoneet'at
'
Cecil
Smith
June
The Board of Gallup Trustees met r
22,
Friday night,
will find complete program for the dian, became crazed with jealousy
of Allison was in town,, and it is Tuesday night and looked into some Fort Wingate.
Gamerco July 4th celebration. The Sunday night and attempted to kill
alleged he had been drinking, and urgent matters pertaining to new side
day's jubilee will commence at nine his wife, aiming two shots at her, the
while under the influence of liquor walk: paving and sanitary regulations.
o'clock A. M., instead of at ten o'clock bullets striking two others, sisters of
created a distrubance that caused The meeting met a surprise when
as previously advertised. Following his' wife. One sister was shot thru
SYSTEM
PRESENT
OUR
Night Marshal Louts Silva to place City Clerk Walden read the resigna
Bob the mouth, and the other received
the big parade, with
him under arrest. Smith, so is said, tion of Mayor S. P. Vidal.
Roberts as marshal of the day, the a shot in the left arm. Both girls
busobjected to being under arrest, and
Mr. Vidal said that his private
program will be in full swing and were brought to Gallup and placed in
used abusive language towards Mr. iness affairs demanded more of his
from that minute on there will be St. Mary hospital.
Mr. George Byus, The Gallup Herald,
Silva and refused to obey orders from attention and that he felt
that, in jus
The shooting took place about three
something doing. As the day draws
Silva. Taking advantage of Mr. Silva, tice to the office of mayor, as well as
Gallup, New Mexico.
to its close, dancing will commence at miles north of Manuelito. During the
Smith eluded the officer in a crowd. It to his own business, he should step
the tennis court grounds, music by the big celebration at Manuelito Sunday,
Dear Sir:
la also alleged that Smith raised a dis- down and out.
well known St. Michaels' band, and attended by many Indians and a numsitwater
to
the
West
he
where
Hotel
turbance at the
Following are a few facts, relative
the committees in charge wish to as- ber of white people, Joe White Badaction was taken by the Board,
asked that some one be called, and on andNofrom
in the town of Gallup.
sure everybody that if all do not en- eonie overheard some things that enmembers said, no ac
uation
what
being informed that no such man was tion
The
the time of their lives it will not raged him with jealousy. Froni
wells.
be
as
four
it
joy
and
that
owns
town
taken,
appears
The
deep
operates
may
then rooming at the West, he became
be any fault of uamerco
it appears that Joe went about
finish
its
to
desire
board
the
and
present
air
of
means
the
lifts,
surface
water is elevated to
by
abusive and used his gun in a threat- administration and
Everv effort will be made to ore- - his task with deliberation. Finding?
carry out its pro
at
located
tank
steel
into
a
ening manner. Parties at the West
gallon
100,000
discharged
serve the best of order throughout his wife in company with her two sis
gram with Mr. Vidal in the chair.
got Smith out of the place.J
the day. Bob Roberts and his as ters, and while they were riding in a
the power plant. This applies to number 3 and 4 wells.
Mr. Vidal stated that he had served
- iL.i. 0
I.
sistants will be on the ground every wagon, Joe shot twice at his wife,
From there it is pumped into the storage tanks south of
the Board of Trustees for
ML jara- the
th Office
minute, and it is the desire of all missed her both times, the shots
town by means of electrically driven triplex pumps. The
that everybody have one real honest striking the sisters.
AClfc UMb Mil. n
HO
1
is
BUMiMMi,
2
wells
directly
pumped
water from number and
scene, and smith, so it is said, devoted to the public, and that he
to God good time.
Evidently Joe thought that he had
threw a brick at Mike, whereupon
into the mains by means of an electrically driven centriundivided atwill be a handy stand, near killed his wife, as he hiked away with
his
There
like
to
would
give
Mike replied with a shot from his
.his pony, going to the Santa Fe rail
tention to his own affairs.
by, where sandwiches, soft drinks, ice
fugal pump.
road track, tied the animal on the
fun. Mr. Jaramillo fired his gun, so Trustee J. A. Watson moved to detwo
can
had.
are
be
facilities
galetc.,
100,000
cream,
The
present storage
we understand, in an effort to bring
track so that the next passing train
Glorious
be
will
for
located
the
This
done
lon and one 200,000 gallon steel storage tanks
Smith to his senses. Then Deputy lay action on the Mayor's resignation
would send him over the "Great DiFourth, to celebrate our nation's vide," then himself going to his
n,
town. With the 100,000 gallon tank
south
Jennings arrived, and after asking for some future meeting, when a full
hill
of
on
the
birthday the greatest birthday for
laid down on a bed of sheep
Smith to behave, Smith threw a brick Board meeting would be present.
of
a
total
us
storage
capacity
at
gives
the
power plant
the greatest nation on earth.
at Jennings. As Smith was in the act City Marshal Diggs was instructed
skins, placed his pistol to the center
o
500,000 gallons.
of his forehead, and went to his "Hapof throwing a second brick bat, Jen- to employ an extra policeman, who
The maximum production of the four wells pumpnings drew his gun and fired at his will be known as City Scavenger, so
py Hunting Grounds."
To
lower limbs, the ball passing through that the demand for better sanitation
At about 11:30 Sunday night Sherper
ing continuously is approximately 300,000 gallons duriff
the calf of his left leg. This brought may be enforced. This extra officer,
Myers received a call from Man-ueji- to
occurs
Mike
water
maximum
The
24 hours.
consumption
to hurry to the scene of the
Smith to the ground. As soon as with Marshal Diggs, will make house
ing the months of May and June. The peak is reached
shooting. Sheriff Myers left immedJennings ascertained the' injuries to to house campaign, notify the people
conten
the
days
about the last of June. For the past
Mike Kirk has been invited to go to iately, arriving at Manuelito he found
Smith, a car was called and Smith that the sanitary laws must be obeywas taken to St. Mary hospital where ed, and that if failure to comply with
the production. .
Prescott. Arizona, and take a bunch that many Indians were excited over
has
equalled
sumption
Dr. W. B. Cantrell found that the ball such instructfons, arrests are to be
of Navaios for the big pioneer blow the affair, an affair that had spoiled
During the winter months our consumption averhad grazed the bone and sliwered it made and prosecutions follow.
out, July 2 to 5, and Mike is going. an occasion of sports and activities
two
wells
The
24
hours.
ages about 200,000 gallons per
Marshal Dices renorted a number
will take a company of his Indian which otherwise had been greatly enHe
just a bit. While waiting for the car
at the power house takes care of this very nicely for
to come for Smith, Jennings secured of toilets in a bad sanitary order, also
friends and act as their "White joyed. Mr. Myers learned that after
ome water and washed Smith's face cow lots and horse stables m very
Chief" and show the Prescott jubilee the shooting of the two sisters anabout 8 months of the year. This leaves us a potential
other shot was heard some. distance
He was instructed
and wet his head, which helped to filthy condition.
some new stunts.
water
of
2,000,000
of
approximately
storage quantity
mis was tne snot xnat enaea
away,
to get behind such places and see that
bring him to his normal senses.
with
over
matter
a
this
In
8
months.
talking
Joe's earthly career, but as no one
gallons per month of 16,000,000 gallons for the
cleaned up. Mr.
The
of
Herald,
Speaking of the affair, Mr. Jenn- they were
representative
be induced to go near tne place
Tho mnrnhnl also renorted that he
By installing an 8,O0(F,00O gallon storage reservoir we
Kirk said: "I was surprised to learn could
ings stated that he hated it very
found
from which the shot was heard, a
winter
he
when
the
of
cars
wells
all
was
four
could
to
be
part
his
during
it
"tagging"
but
for
raised
had
operate
only
much,
$15,000
appeared
that i Prescott
and that
guard was set for the night. Day
way to prevent Smith from throwing them parked contrary to law,
months and have the storage reservoir full at the beginprizes and that the committee invit- light Monday morning revealed that
more bricks. Smith being a powerful after he had notified ail oi tne paraour
to
advance
ing me to come offers
killed himself.
ning of the heavy consumption season. At our present
man, and the sling he put in those tog regulations, and those who fail to
exnensse coins and coming, ii we Joe had John Schauer was notified
would
reservoir
this
maximum
give
be
of
will
rate
such
;
Judge
consumption
instructions
with
was
bricks
yfomply
extremely dangerous.
should capture some of the prizes, and went to the place and conducted
us approximately 30 days supply without operating the
which I know we will, look what it an
. As
ft appears, Smith can congraW arrested and taicen neiore . uuuu
finding that the Indian
be-'
means to me and my Indian friends, had inquest,
wells. .With this amount of storage on hand at the
nlate himself for eettimr on as llflrnt ocntiuer,
come to his death by suicide.
Tt wm minted out at this nfbeting
further
I
am
and
wells
Speaking
as he did, as often times men have
and
the
going."
Thus ended the big Manuelito celecent of
ginning of the heavy consumption period,
on this matter, Mr. Kirk said: "Galbeen killed for even less provocation that not more than five per
in a tragedy.
to
able
take
be
Commencing
would
we
mean
would
sanithat
all
bration,
operating
than Smith raised, especially while the people are obeying proper
lup people have not awakened fully to Friday with a dance, lasting over till ;
in consumption.
increase
Inter-Tnba
considerable
of
care
Indian
regulations.
own
our
tary
what
officers.
resisting
with a big chicken pull on
The Gallup Herald suggests that an
Ceremonial means, or we would now Monday, hundreds of Indians were enAt present the fire hazard is also an important conOfficer Jennings is fearless and
Sunday,
not , already
member-shione
thousand
least
at
have
cool headed. This is proven by the ordinance be passed, if
sideration. At 90 pounds pressure, 250 ft. of 2V6 inch
the time, and Mike Kirk was
to require all citizens jevery
This would enable joying
cards sold
fact that instead of shooting to kill, enacted, to
in his glory.
400 gallons per minute through a
suithose
fire
will
deliver
a
and,
keep
var
provide
out
the
stake
committees
Smith
to
shot
family)
our
he took deliberate aim and
The report that the Indian was
one and
iron garbage can with
nozzle, or 24,000 gallons per
ious prizes and go ahead with the drunk on bootleg booze was not true.
through the leg, which was much bet able with
to
and
each
on
side,
handle
our
ad
to
exhaust
on
would
is
a
the
time
Now
fire
hour. Four streams playing
advertising.
ter than not using judgment at a en lid,
Sheriff Myers had attended the celeplace such garbage can convenient for
vertise our coming ceremonial. Big bration Sunday, as well as a number
tical moment.'
present storage in a little over 4 hours.
the garbage wagon. We don't believe
shows and fairs all over the country of other Gallup people, and all comIf a new reservoir is constructed it should be placthat the purchase of garbage cans
:
,
are all set, yet Gallup appears to be mented on the fact that there was no
CATTLE SUFFERING BY
nor
to
fire
sufficient
an
at
break
elevation
will
ed
pressure
up
give good
lagging with one of the biggest ana evidence of bootleg whiskey.
EATING POISONOUS WEEDS cause many citizens to move to the
most attractive
to our resident districts north and south of the business
o
propositions ever
such
contend
do
that
we
but
.
country,
staced in the west."
REX THEATRE HAS SECURED
section. These" districts are rapidly climbing above the
Countv Farm Agent has been busy is absolutely necessary for the health
After Mr. Kirk returns from Pres- TALENTED MUSICAL DIRECTOR
some
level of our present storage tanks. In case of fire, we
of late looking after cattle in the of the community.
Because
cott he will call a meeting of the
on
account
and
of
the
in
districts
live
to
filth
mountain
Prof. Henry C. Keach of Ogden,
would have very little pressure at the new High School,
families desire
Cerecommittees of the Inter-Tribcattle eating .poisonous weeds, lark- with no regard nor respect for the
has been employed by the Rex
Utah,
I
the
if
show,
doubt
for
monial
two
streams
and
with
and
you
get busy
playing seriously
Theatre
and will arrive by next week
o
spur and loco. Mr. Powers states health and comfort of those of our
could get water on the roof of this building. I could also
that there are more poisonous weeds citizens who take pride in keeping
to take charge of the music service
O.
site you to several instances where substantial resithis year than he has noted for some their premises clean, is no excuse why
for the Rex. Prof. Keach conies to
with the best of introductory
dences are built at or above the level of our present
years, which he attributes to the fact such delinquent citizens should conNeck Gallup
and the managethat we have had a few years of tinue to endanger the health and lives
recommendations,
tanks.
ment of the Rex feel that they have
drouth, and that during dry yean of good citizens.
Yours very truly,
weeds' grow and grass does not, thus . We again call attention to the proJ. O. Thornberry, employed by the secured one of the best musicians of
Gibbons A Reed Construction Com- the country.
;
the weeds get ahead of the grass. Mr. per screening of meat markets, and
S. E. WOOD,
fell from
Powers has bejn able to save Mm this la a matter that should receive
bridge Sunday and
pany,
Town Engineer.
Sam Bushman is enjoying his ram.
broke his neck. Ha. was rushed to St
cattle, but after the cattle have been the prompt attention of our health
mar vacation and fishing In the rivtra
down too long tt is almost impossible officers, at well aa our city sanitary
Mary hospital and his condition la
of the Arizona White mounto&ia.
to tare them.
officer.
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Cira Unmolested.

contributor, I
write
of tbt tactics of certain owl
In defending . Itself that wort both
amualng and Interesting. Whether the
method la common amour owla, I do
not know; tho bird practiced It on
more than one occasion.
The owl waa a ireat blghsafled cm
tore captured In the woods and tied
with
rope to a itnke In the yard.
Ita enemy waa the dog, which Beamed
common torn.
to tbtok that It waa
Of course the thing to do was to bark
and to frighten It Into Bight But bark
lag had no effect whatever except to
make the dreadful eyes glow more
brightly and to produce a sort of sharp
snapping that aeamed to come from the
btU, which waa almost bidden among
the feathers. After some time the dog
made a aerce ran.
Hot a more did the owl make. Not
a feather twitched; bat the eyes
glowed Uke art-en- d
snap, snap went
the bill. Suddenly lost an the dog
came done the bird went erer on Its
back la a baags It waa aa undignified
poeltloa surely, but there waa a pur
pose la
The dog, assuming that the strange
bird had fallen upon the ground In
fright dashed up and thrust his nose
among the feathers. Instantly steel
like claws, sharp aa knives, fastened
upon htm and with a yell of terror and
pain he tore loose and ran for hie life.
Solemn and apparently harmless stood
the owl as before.
It waa 'too much for the dog. An
other rush brought him again within
reaching distance of the strange enemy.
Once more the bird fell on Ita hack,
and once more the dog thrust his ooee
Into the feathers only to feel the cruel
talons sink Into his tender nose; with
a yelp he fled. From the shelter of
the porch he viewed the strange bird-- no
longer a dignified barn fowl, but a
dreadful monster to be let absolutely
alone. Youth's Companion,
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ALWAYS RACE OF WARRIORS
Roman Historian Paid Tribute to the
Fighting Qualities tC th Picta
Early in History.

nmi

Plcts Is the name by which, for five
and a half centuries 296 to 844 A. D.
the people that Inhabited eastern
Scotland, from the Forth to the Pent- land flrth, were known. ' In certain
chronicles they are styled Ptctl, Plc- or Plccardalg all
tonea, Plctores,
forms of the same root ; but sometimes
the native Gaelic tame of Crnthnlg is
applied to them, and their country
called Crulthen-tuatthe equivalent
of the Latin Plctavla and Old Norse
Pettland, which still survives In the
name of the Pentland flrth. In their
wars In Britain the Romans came Into
collision with the Plcts. One Roman
or Latin writer of that time speaks of
"the Caledonians and other Plcts,'
which Implies the Inclusion of the for
mer In the latter people. The well
known Roman historian, Tacitus, calls
Scotland north of the Firths of Forth
and Clyde, Caledonia, and he describes
the Caledonians as a noble race of
barbarians, who flght In chariots as
well as on foot, with long swords and
short shields, and whose fair red hair
and large limbs argued a Teutonic
'
origin.
The Highlanders of today are of
Celtic origin. The prefix, mac, mean
ing sod of, is from the Gaelic,
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Four million of these famous Blue Chimney NEW PER-

FECTIONS are helping to keep the world healthy and happy,
with their quick, economical and dependable cooking service.
Our newer and higher priced models having SUPERFEX Burners
also made 50,000 women happy last year with their gas stove speed

and convenience.
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FOR SALE
'

BEST RANCH IN
McKINLEY COUNTT

Best

Ranch in McKinley
400 acres deeded land,
125 acres meadow, good qaul-it- y
of hay growing on same.
All necessary hsy machinery
work teams, good wagons and
harness, also small bunch of
cattle. Good 6 room house and
good out buildings. Good well,
water, and wind mill. Water
in house. Excellent ranch for
stock, especially sheep.
County.

For price and particulars
ply to

ap-

PHIL NAGILLER
THOREAU, N. M.

n
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The bright summer , days are
coming which call for eye pro.
tection against sun glare. We
have j a complete line of eye
shades and goggles to meat
,
every demand.

Hauahty Caoitaliat.
The laboring man of
ago
was pretty well satisfied.
Labor
troubles In this country were almost
unheard of then, thnuth at infra.
Eyes carefully examined and
THE CLEVELAND METAL PRODUCTS CO, CLEVELAND, OICO
ouent Intervals an employee wonld And
Glases properly fitted.
tZS Treak Are.
a grievance against his employer, That
, Registered Optometrist
of the machinist whom Mr. A. B. Far- quhar tells of In his book "The First
mission of the Klan to use the public PUBLIC CONSIDERS CAR'S
bill, time and thus produce, econo- Million the Hardest," la certainly
K. K.
auditorium for a recruiting meeting,
RESALE VALUE my of operation. Receiving the atten- amuslngL viewed at this date.
One afternoon, aavs Mr. Fnmnhar
tion that it needs, and when it needs
Blow
Denver saw the beginnig of what may
JEWELER and OPTICIAN
it, keeps the car in much better gen- s machinist came to us In high dudgdevelop into a political upheaval.
"The average purchaser of today's eral
condition and enables the owner eon from another shop and asked for
In spite of powerful protests from motor car is more or less well posted to secure a
DENVER, June 27. With the
higher price when it is a job. we wanted to know, of course
on the good and bad points of the
doors of the cathedral of the Immac- leading citizens and a vehement letter
;soid or traded in.
why he had left his old place.
makes
01
various
automobiles,
says
"Time was when dealers made exulate Conception and every Catholic from Sweet which declared the K K. the Gallup Cadillac Co., local dealers
"It . was this way," he said. "The New Mexico
travagant promises of the longevity boss was out walking with a lady the
church in Denver placarded with Ku K. was neither needed nor wanted, m Durant and Star Cars.
"He knows how many miles he can of the cars they sold. The modern car otner night, and I passed him and said,
Klux Klan posters, and the recently the mayor this morning signed a con
How do son do, Harry V And the next
on a gallon of gasoline: knows exchanges these promise for performake
elected
Ben
tract
use
the
Klan
"reform" mayor,
the
of the
F.
giving
the upkeep cost of tires, gasoline, oil mance. It really does give excellent day he came around to me and hmM
Stapelton, refusing to revoke the per-- j auditorium in Denver.
LAS
aa .
and repairs. Many purchasers ap- service, for a long term, but the fact 'When I am out walking with a lady
,
. VEGAS. , -M M T,.'
wuuv AW
A
SUlt lor eonumnt nf
owners
wish
do
to
cars
that
trade
do
not
into
take
consideram ino
parently
i non't want yon to
the office of"rthe clerk of the uim
distion an important point. This is one may not be ignored. New models ap- sneak toevening
me.' I won't work for a
that should be a real factor in the pear, with refinements which the cars man who acts that way I" Youth's trict COUrt tnr fiaa
about noon today by District Attor
own
lacked.
or
of
The
two
a
ago
year
making of a decision as to which car
ney Armijo on nenait of the state
to buy. It should never be neglected ers who can afford to pay the differ Companion. ,
atrnlnat
B..L11.L!
. fho
the trade-i- n value ox
ras uiagn; ruuiwaing
except in the case of .the buyer who ence between
their old cars and the cost of new
Dante's Gift of Rhyme.
need not consider price at all.
"corporation, and Carl C. Ma- I wonder If we are able to appreciate sctj. xae iniormatmn is auite lnrthy
"The point in view is: What will ones, are apt to exchange frequently.
"For this reason it is imporatant to Dantef marvelous gift of handling
be the probable resale value of this
his and sets out in full an article, pubTJ
ear in one year from time I buy it T them to assure themselves that in instrument, the Italian tongue? . In a lished in tha Maw AT!
What may I expect for it if I wish choosing from .many makes of motor fanciful picture In which all the 2une
Saturday, June 23, entitied
C
e
y Rhymes come as maidens
to turn it in towards getting a new cfral
and contain-in- g
sppea a
the statement uog,"
v sicnuw
viiv
that
atuvf u Hkuivev sit Dante to do them the honor praying
car?
to
take
power, comfort, economy of opera- them Into
- "The buyer must
"The machine never slipped a
carefully consider tion,
his service, Benvenuto da
but the utmost in potential rewneiner or not the car leaves the sale
cog".
Imola
us
to
Everything on the program
understand
gives
that
value.
factory with the quality and workwent off aa planned by C J. Rodid not omit a single rhyme of
Dante
this
is
last
the
"If
factor
neglected,
manship of painting the best, so that
berts, Ste. Romero, 0. A. Aakren,
after a year of hard use, the automo- sacrifice next year might be but a which the Italian tongue Is capable.
Lorenzo Delgado, y o u m a y
few
cost
boundless
the
This
their
but
nse
of
of
dollars,
the
during
facility
bile will still look presentable.
7
guess who else."
future
term
of
;
the
if
Is
Italian
one
of the
motoring years
liquid
tongue
"Will the uphostery endure the
Then
would
follows
ttame
were
run
(
inns
im.
policy
pursued,
wear it will receive ? Is it of servicethings that give Dante a charm to the
the defendant refers to his trial beinto thousands of dollars, a total Italian, which Is,
able material and color?
perhaps, lost to all
which few owners can afford to dis but the delicate Italian ear so at- fore the district court of San Miguel
is me Douy siauncn v mult, nn
and a Wv
mat it will not develop body squeaks regard."
tuned to melody. Thomas Nelson county,
bel charge against Frank W.
and rattles after a few months of
Parker,
Page.
in which case a verdict of guilty was
use? Here the rigidity of the frame A Buick 23-3- 5
returned.
under all conditions is a factor and
She Knew Hubby.
An order to ahnw rail OA m&na
should be carefully inquired into by
73
Uncle Henry had died suddenly, and
aJ 10 'cIock
day, June 89,
me Duyer. i
Joable
distant relative was offering her
rv
St. Thomas' Episcopal cliurcli in Aen ton. ...
Msuea oy me court upon the
,
w"
,;..
"Is it easy to reDair any cart nf
J.,f
The
Beddow Buick Comoany are condolences to the widow.
fllintr
of
the
information
war service of the Salvation Army with a wood curving m one of the niiwrt-rami Minlu
the
Finally
me cnassis, snouid tnat become nee showing photographs of a Buick 23-3- 5
to the point where ahe felt given to the sheriff for service upon
aeats on the epistle side of the choir, representing tlie rtwtive'wurk l..rie l
got
lady
The
chassis
consists
of
essary?
making its daring and remarkable she could decently ask a burning Ma tree at AlhuniMmna
the Salvation Army workers with the American soldiers in Frame. Tlie many units. If these are made easily feat
in jumping 73 feet and two
bable that the sheriff will go to Alcenter figure In the carving represents the" Sulvutiwi Army liiMSle with her accessioie, tne car owner win have inches. This
test was made to prove question.
buquerque today to serve the order
did
what
"And.
of
on
minor
and
leaver
m
poor
Henry
tray
each, side of her are "doughboys"
doughnuts
repairs promptly attended to. the punishment and strain that Buick,
posture of
and copy of the information.
appreciation and gratitude. At the lower, right-hanside are the tambourine, If then nnifa an Mttimlt mt
cars can hold up jmder. It waa a she Inquired, sweetly.
nmvtnmtiv ku MmA
"Leaver snorted the widow. "He Mesne hail
trumpet and Bible, and la the other corner a coffee pot with two cups and small faults may be neglected and gruelling teat of the cmri vitality.
appear under an t..fnrmat)nn
"
later develop into serious troubles. This scene took place at Alberta, Cant left the chicken house only half to
two plates.
logins? conteit nf miM
nn.
"The accessibility of units will re- ada, and a great throng of
t.1.
people palated, just as 1 told him he'd do." - an articla nnLJisIwi
duce that greatest factor in the repair watched the famous
feat.
Junali
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V.T.Cl'CMT IVONDtRS IN STONE
Century
,

Vto WorsLI?
Curcm

For Those

O

ef Architects

Work

fund

te the

of the Twelfth
as Challenge
V
World.
'

The most lihortously wrought stone
carving In the world, the temple of
Ohenna Kesava, at Belur, India, was
built In the Twelfth century to cele-v..-,.1v-;-brate the conversion to Vtshnulsra of a
'
Rev, A. J. G. Dowle
Jain ruler! Perguasnn says of this particular temple: "The amount of labor
Fifth Sunday After Trinity
which each particular facet of this
Holy Communion, 8 A M.
porch
displays la such as never waa
Church School. 9:45 AM.
bestowed on any surface of. equal exHoly Communion and sermon, 11 A. tent in
any building In the world".
M. Subject: "Declarations of IndeAnother masterpiece of sculptured
pendence.",,
!,..,'-0-Stone, at Hullabld, India, ten miles
from Belur, Is greatly ruined now, and
many of its gema have been removed
to the museum at Bangalore. When
Intact It was , the Onest specimen of
Indian art In existence. This column
n one of tbe moat marvelous exhibitions of human labor to be found even
PRESIDENT COMES
In tbe patient East
far surpasses any
PLAIN ON PROHISITIONt thing In Gothic art. The effects are
NEW YORK GOVERNOR aald to be just what the medieval
architects were aiming at, but which
RECEIVES CHALLENGE
they never attained so perfectly as
waa done at Hullatld. Fergussoa furWASHINGTON.
June 26Preei. ther says, placing the Hullabld temple
dent Harding has seised the oppor and the Parthenon In Athens is the
tunity to commit his party to the
"It
none dry side of the prohibition is- two extremes of architecture:
sue, lesviiur the Democrats, who ire would be possible to arrange all the
of. the world between these
badly divided, at a distinct disadvant buildings
two extremes, as they tended toward
on
wmcn
is
hub
to
age
question
uxeiy
be one of the most troublesome
in the the severe Intellectual purity of the
one or the playful, exuberant fancy of
presidential campaign next year. In his Denver speech on law en- the other ; but perfection, If it existed,
forcement the president left his party would be somewhere near the mean."
with absolutely no room to quibb'e
when the Republican platform is HELD IN MUD FOR CENTURIES
drafted next June. He has crone the
whole way, as those who are famil- -iar with his views have predicted for Delicate Organism Havs Been Won- droualy Preserved During the Upweeks.
building of the World.
Harding believes the repeal of the
letn Amendment is a dead issue. He
favors modification of the Volstead
Fragments of a colony of marine aniact only where .necessary in the in- mals on a 8inh of Mack rock, with'
terests of better enforcement and to many trlloriltes (dark) and shells of
eliminate such tangles as that which the Sidney crtib (light), were discovnow exists over ships- -' liquor stores. ered by O. D. Wnlcott on Mount War
He opposes any amendments that ta. These creatures lived before the
would modify the spirit or the prinday of the fish or any other vertebrate
ciple of the law. animal, and when land plants, and
The president warns that states even
marine vegetable life, were alfollowing the example of New York most
Other animals
unrepresented.
concurrent enforcein
ment will bring about situations of the sea, however, existed In great
where the federal government will be profusion, and here and there condiobliged to intrude upon' local author tions were so favorable for their burial
ity in order to uphold its laws a de- In the mud and sand of the Cambrian
velopment contrary to the best princi- sea that they were preserved unples of democratic government.
broken, and throughout all the proc
Thus the chief executve places him esses of
and mountain-buildin- g
self and his party of course on reescaped destruction.
cord against the attitude of Governor
in
In one of these favorable
Smith of New York, and in effect the Canadian Rockies the mostplaces
.delicate
challenges the Democratic party to Of organisms, like the Jelly fish, have
fight the question at the polls if they been so exquisitely preserved that one
desire.
can hardly realize that they were
0
;
burled In' the mud fifteen to twenty
INSECTS BREED IN MILLIONS million years sgo, and have remained
while several miles of
undisturbed
Progeny of Soma Files Might Even thickness of sediment were deposited
over them, changed Into rock, elevated
Be Counted In Billions, Before,'
Into mountain masses, and later eroded
the End of On 8ummr.
into the present mountains and can
The wonderful profusion with which vons.
she distributes living things Is one of
China's Sacred Mountains.
nature's most astonishing feats.
Thousands of pilgrims come every
We sre accustomed to regard as
to visit
fairly densely populated with human year, from all parts of China
of the sacred
beings : our own country, for example, the shrines and temples
China mountain of Hunan. Nan Yoh Shan,
contains nearly 50,000,000;
about 400,000,000. and the whole world one of the five sacred peaks of China.
In October more than 10,000 pilnearly 2.000,000,000 men, women and Early arrive
grims
dally. Some of the pil
Children, says London
But mankind Is one of the smallest grims travel from their homes on foot,
They kneel
of nature's races. A single cupful of coming great distances.
and bow their heads down to the tittle
more
contain
wster
may
pond
living
creatures not counting microbes or stools, which they carry In their hands,
Ave, seven or ten steps, accord
plants than the entire human popula everyto the vow
ing
they have made. At
tion of the earth I
one end of the stools are made sticks
deJ.
has
Thomson
Prof.
Arthur
of Incense, the burning of which Is part
clared that there are at least 2,500,000
of their worship.
different kinds of Insects and It Is
In a large majority of the cases the
certain that tbe Insects of the world, vows
have been made on behalf of a
If all were put Into one gigantic scale
sick
mother, and the Journeys are
pan, would easily outweigh the whoje
as sn expression of thanksgivof the rest of the population, both taken
ing In case of recovery, or as a prayer
human and animal.
mercies-I- n
the other world in case
The greenfly that destroys onr rose- fora
of fatal Issue of the illness.
bushes breeds st a utupendous rate.
All those we see sre females and they
Pigeons in Primitive Times.
give birth every few days to teeming
have been domesticated
Pigeons
are
which
broods of youngsters,
from the earliest times. They were
In a matter of hours.
looked upon with much affection by
Huxley calculated that If the progprimitive peoples, and one of the Ineny of a single greenfly all survived
dications of wealth was the number of.
and bred, they would In one summer
dovecotes a man possessed. Mention
outweigh every man, woman and child of turtledoves and
pigeons In the Bible
In China. It Is lucky that the greenfusually Is In connection with sacrifice.
enemies
chiefly young ladybirds
ly's
As in the case of the parents of Jesus
have appetites sufficient to keep the
(Luke 2:24), the poor were allowed to
'
pest in check.
bring, Instead of a Iamb, two turtledoves or two young pigeons.
APPEAL FOR FAIR TREATMENT
The first known law for bird protection, found In Deuteronomy 28:6,
How Portugal
Makes
Her Citizens forbldlng the killing of a mother bird
on the nest, probably was largely for
Thoughtful of th Valut of
the benefit of the pigeon. Pliny wrote
Her Forest
of pigeons, especially noting their manTravelers In Portugal report that In ner In drinking "not holding up their
many places where timber trees are to bills between whiles."
be found In woods, parks and garYss, He Was First-Clasdensone sees the following InscripBart Kennedy, chief deck steward of
tion, headed "To the Wayfarer."
"Te who pass by and would raise a transatlantic liner, tells this one:
One morning between six and sevyour hand against me, harken ere you en
o'clock a ' second-clas- s
passenger
' '
harm me.
(
climbed over the first class promenade
on
of
"I am the heat
the to
your hearth
enjoy a stroll on the long deck. He
cold winter nights, the friendly shade
did some lively walking and some
screening you from the summer sun,
fancy calisthenics. A sailor was scruband my fruits sre refreshing draughts,
bing the deck, and, feeling that he
as
you Journey should not
quenching your thirst
of
.the

ciiurxii

cf tkz hcly
spirit
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That's just what a savings account is a ship of
fortune. Start it on its journey, tend it well
and often; watch ft gather speed and cargo;
then when you are ready it will returnsafely
to port with its golden cargo. " Make your

OUT

ship bring you independence.

'Teach Your Dollars To Have More Cents"

Recent Freezup
Nipt Alfalfa Crops

FINE GIFT TO HARDING

'

Geo. T. Ryan and Jessee Johnson
were here Monday from Ramah looking after business. Mr. Ryan stated
to ine ualiup Herald editor that a
number of Ramah and Black Rock
farmers were clipping back their al
falfa so that it can come again. This
was necessary on account of the
freeze and frost on the morning of
June 17 wpien much alfalfa was badly
nipped, so1 much so that in order to
insure another growth, it had to be
clipped. Mr.: Ryan stated that beans,
corn and potatoes were badly
especially beans and potatoes,
fiems of the bean crops have been
replanted, it is thought that potatoes
and corn will come again. Mr. Ryan
also stated that the Ramah reservoir
had about enough water for the first
irrigation, and that if it will rain any
time soon that good crops may be
nude. Mr. Ryan said that the past
spring bad been unusually cold ana
that aU farm stuff is very slow and
backward.

J. H. McAdamt
V

J.

'

to

the publicity

H. McAdams has arrived in Gal- back home once more. This time

rap,
he returns from a tour of Europe.
While away Mr. McAdams spent some

Tomus

Muie.

noted

Jonuecou,

artist of
u a close student of human nature, ailed at the White House Rumania,
recently
as well as of things generally, and and presented President Harding
with
being an interesting talker, he is now i book of Rumanian art.
The book
equipped with many things to talk was compiled by thr Queen of
bout. We will bet that there are
and Mme. Jonnecou and la a
many people of the old world talking
bout Navajo rugs and will have ery beautiful piece of art. Tbe photo-grapshows Mme. Jonnecoo with the
Mac's address for many years to
volume. .
come.
l.'rench-Ruroanla- n

Ru-nan-

h

'

,

o

A drama that discloses a man's
Miss Bertha Garcia has returned to
Power Within" at Rex
her home in Albuquerque after a vis- soul-H"- The
it in Gallup with Mrs, Sophia Koeoig. theatre next Tuesday,

ten.

.

was when it became
known that the state land office had
given Jack G. Geary a "permit" for
one year covering a section of valuable coal land, the permit beinar
what is called a 'prospecting" permit,,
There is talk of making rubber
and the land office received twenty-fiv- e
from
milkweed. Our garden may yet
dollars for the same.
a success. Little Rock Arkansas
About eighteen years ago the be
Gazette.
government had geological surveys
made of the cosl resources of that
Paderewski made $500,000 on his
part of the state, and the tonnage
considered as finally available went recent tour. That puts him almost
into the billions of tons. The coal in the class with Jackie Coogan as
veins there are tremendously thick, an artist. St. Paul Dispatch.
-

'

EXCLUSIVE AGENCY

LIKE ALL WELL TAILORED
t

Tfcs Standard ef ComparUon

Enjoy Every Summer Day
with a Buick Sport Car
Care-fre- e
vacation time has a perfect companion in
the Buick Sport Touring car. Every line of its beauti-fappearance, every sparkle of its luxurious fittings
reflect the spirit of summer days with their many
:,...'
social enjoyments.
t ;,.;'.
more than a play- is
car
And the Buick Sport Touring
time motor car. It is suited to business and other
every day motoring because it is a Buick with all
the traditional Buick dependable performance, ability
and stamina.
ul

Sixes

Four$
Road.
i$ Put. Tour.

Fui.

$865
88S
1175
1395

i
S

Paw. Road. $117
Pan. Tour. . 1195
Pan. Tour.
- 1935
Sedan

1

r

4 Pan. Coupe
7 Pan. Tour.

J Pan. Coupa
7 Pan. Sedan
S
5 Pan. Sedan
S Pan. Tour.
Sport Road.
1325
Sedan 1985
5 Pat. Sedan
Sport Touring
1025
Sport Road.
Price f. o. b. Butch Factortttt lovtrnmtnt tarn
to bt addtd. Atk about th G.M.A. C.Purclia
Plan, which provuU$ lor Mtrrtd Paynumtt.

I1S
143S
I19S
162S
167S

Bsddov Buick Co.
GALLUP, NEW HIEXICO
TTfawi

b2t tsSamofcgea

CLOTHES

THE PACKARD AND BUSTER BROWN SHOES
Hold Their Shape

FIRST CLASS SHQE REPAIRING
Automobile Curtains and Everything Made of
Leather or Canvass
We Sell Them For Less Money Than Anywhere Else

Best materials used and work guaranteed. Money
refunded if work is not satisfactory
BUY YOUR FOOTWEAR FROM THE

PARIS SHOE STORE
AND SHOP
JOSEPH N. K. ARTESI, Proprietor
Cor. Coal Avenue and Third Street

. GALLUP'S EXCLUSIVE FOOTWEAR

mn bvUs, Etddr, w3

boll dktrt

STORE

Tlt-Blt-

SAVE MONEY
Canned Corn
Canned Peas
No. 1 Can Tomatoes
Butter
Fresh Eggs

s.

on.

;'"',.

'.

"I am the beam that holds your
house, the board of your table, the
bed on which you He, and the timber
that builds your boat.
"I am the handle of your hoe, the
door of your homestead, the wood of
your cradle, and the shell of your
coffin.

"I am the bread of kindness and the
i
of beauty. '
"Ye who pass by, listen t Bay
prayer; harm me no"
"

flower

'

;

The Power Within" is a strong
drama of a man's fall and rise. See
this picture at Bex next Tuesday.

rules
the.
permit
bs broken even at that early
ship to
"
hour, Intercepted ths passenger and

asked :
s,
"Are you
sir?"
Tbe passenger laid his hands on the
sailor's shoulders and replied:
"I never felt better in my life."
;
Judge.
flrst-clas-

Cinnamon as a Perfume.
Cinnamon Is referred to smong perfumers as early as 1401 B. 0. - It was
found by Ullboa, la American forests,
hi 1T36, was cultivated In Jamaica 60
years later and la now grown in
-

'

.

--

WE

...
.

.

lb. Best Coffee
New Potatoes per lb.
Toilet Soap, per bar
25 lb. Flour
5 lb. Lard
1

full-grow-

'"'

the

The next

.

-

given

matter una contract was not carried
through,
Some of the State Democratic papers bitterly opposed the contract, and
for a few days assailed Geary. But
soon all criticism by Democratic natt
ers were hushed, as all mention of
ueary and his contract waa forgot-

rock-makin- g

Home Once More

,

tion to let Geary have a contract for
two years in District No. 2 for furni
teams, at a cost of
shing twenty-fiv- e
one hundred and sixteen thousand dol
lars.
Owing

,

laid claim to some of
these sections under om of the ser-uiaua vnc bum, ana aifrer
considerable litigation the state was
given the land, and under past policies
..... k4
ki..u
.1. t.i
when a railroad would enter that region. Ihese sections are said to bo
some of the richest of the public domain of the United States.
Four railroads are now projected
into that region. One from Bernalillo, on the Santa Fe, on which somo
construction work has been done. One
from Gallup, to be built by the Santa
re system, one from Columbus, on
the Mexican border. The extension of.
the New Mexico Central. Permits-hav- e
either been granted or are pending for these four projects.
The state, therefore, has given an
exclusive permit for "prospecting"
with the usual extension of rights-ove-r
all discoveries, on land which
has been officially "prospected" and
its possible value measured for mora
than fifteen years, and the state did
this after four railroad projects had
been announced for that region, and
alter contests nad been xueo xor ue
said permits. The state gets twenty-fiv- e
dollars.

side-steppi-

la

time in Japan and other sections of
the far away world. Mr. McAdams

Mr. Clearv

25.

came into prominence as an administration man when the road contract exposures were made, when it
developed that it had been the inten-

'

tions.

The-sta- te

first

'

worth six hundred dollars a year rental under almost any working condi-

TO CLEARY

SANTA FE. June

:

DASE

f sic:Jt:r t

and many of them.' Tta
found some of the seclions

x

AND NEW MEXICO SCHOOL
FUND GETS ONLY TWENTY FIVE DOLLARS fAN
OTHER HINKLE "CUT"

At Gallu?
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15c
15c
10c
8c
32c
44c
7c
5c
$1.00
95c

DELIVER

CASH and SERVICE
STORE
NEXT DOOR TO CARMAN'S GROCERY

SPECIAL PRICES
On Millinery,

and New Arrivals in Sports and White

Milans.

Beautiful Patterns to Select from in Black and Colors.
HEMSTITCHING AND PICOTING

-

MAIL ORDERS GIVEN SPECIAL ATTENTION

SUMMERS MILLINERY
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tztiZ tzt- r- with axy virtue.
never
I'ZYZZ c7 en wcri
D;n;crtti
r-- r
of our btiriners ceosle tell us that "business is dull. about just how ta ccnrrcr:j fres trzls trlih hit trrrta,
thrt wrr cf Anrriiia laborers
'Tier
years gone by that people from our as free trade wc-- !J
to on and gay tixt in
on
vr:
would
be
frith
a
bw
r-- -cl Ca I
were
town
m
lml
every uy, wbwm
ccirk.
end Bums? canys
Conmentixi on the t2C3,C-0,C- ;3 j
the Altscuer- frora our rniains camcs come to Gallup. We
mt Tannic
que Jocrsimys:
is this, and what'i the cutter?
m vdwewhr
was
of
the
"When
the
store
dszcaactd
camps
trts
Urill
it
the
mining
see
by
rtalinr
As
departments
. ,
it,
ere carrvui aboat everytnisz needed or wanted ny peopie av- Democrats as a utzzjxo czizzzl t9 txtlzzi irrt;-- a rc;zj and
owners and man-trt- that as a revenue producer it wrs d:ctiaii to ts an utt:r failis? at the camps. It is the experience of minewanted
always hu identified itaalf with Unas of netzti
and need ure. Others for various ntzzza jzizti ia the chsrss. Tfctt it
of mines that by providing everything
quality tha Idnd of morchan&o fat wfckh we fcsvo
ed by people of minis? camps maices xor netter sanxiacnon, has not only dirprove the dlaal prophecies, tct has exceeded
aavor had to apologiao, tha kind titst's toU on tie
in revenue producing qux!:i any like measure ia history has
fftf-- nt
and haccbicu.
baaia of narit and juitify the Sorfie wtici is
In
about
with
eurslus.
everything aidei rreatly
If working people are provided
rroiaclzj us rrtiictsd
. elaimod for thorn. T7a arhaali fci tszzZrt if
vKa the enormocs tzbiic cm the governnent must
awicucs. ana
they want and need, including amusements,
sJ Cam
caUtag your sttsntioa to our now
sources.
have large income and a tariff is one of the
. It requires
places of recreation, right on the grounds, and with good wages
as original, dlstiaethno aai
Haakattaa
mar
gUrta
,
and modern living quarters, the chances for disturbances and good workmanship in tariff fracaias to fallen a law that while
txclnaiTt u orer, if not a woo bit ia ajvanee of
satisfaction can hardly be expected, and where working peo- giving protection will aba turn the grecitct perils anouat
afforta of tho Makara.
formor
coffers. Derafte the csnuncia- ple are contented and happy agitators and calamity howlers of money into the goverszacat
bet Noror
4ure about as welcome as a mad dog is at a Sunday school picnic. tion of their work while it was ia prezrcoi the tariff makers
Then we are asked what we think of the plan to build a did a remarkably good job. The law has more than vindicated
itself. It is filling admirably the dual purpose for which it
A Large S3sl?meit Just Caecivei
concrete highway from Gallup to Gamerco and Gibson?
one
was
is
framed."
there
want
way
a
such
only
our
highway
If
people
to get it and that is by raising the money and build it. Possibly
$2.50 and More
it is thought that such a highway will encourage the people of
HOW
SARDINES
TO
PLANT
the mining camps to come to Gallup and spend their money,
and it is going to cost a pile of money to build a concrete highv
J. Wight Giddings, in The Taos Valley News, says:
way from Gallup to Gamerco and Gibson.
"Here is another angle in Democratic economy and effi
about
is
to
Gibson
In the mean time, the road from Gallup
not
so
to
ciency.
is
why was it necessary tor uame warden ette ueiavan
Gamerco
road
The
ever
been.
has
as
it
as rough
to
to
New Jersey for a
send
professional to tell her
bad. And so it occurs to us that if our merchants and business
to
them et cetera and
to
fish
where
and
about
how
and
Gamerco
from
plant
210 COAL AVENUE
more
of
plant
trade
want
people are feeling the
Gibson the proper thing to do would be, to keep the roads in et cetera. When citizens take a state office they do it, supposedly, because they are. fitted for it and it hardly seems essential
good condition. We are spending money for about everything
Headquarters for Manhattan Shirts
to
send to the far eastern states for information as to the manin
for
blown
of
some
comes
the
money being
else that
along,
of doing state business. How do you tax payers like it? In
propaganda, inviting more business enterprises to ner
other
too
about
days under Republican regime the Game Warden's office
are
grumbling
locate in Gallup, when we, ourselves,
was conducted by the Game Warden. He knew where to plant
much competition already, tfnd very dull times with all of us.
Tom Gable, BACK TO GOD'S LAND
Supt J. R. Bauman of the Black
If we would keep our feet on the ground and our heads to fish and how. We do not remember any time, when
to
sent
New
Rock Agency was in Gallup yesterday
Game
BACK
state
the
Warden
ever
TO
.
best
BE
GLAD
the
AND
to
see
able
Jersey
had,
be
would
we
common
sense
lines,
working along
I
t
looking after business. how ridiculous it is to spend money for propaganda, inviting to find out how to run the office. Economy and efficiency Ye
we
have
never
Gods
this
is
War!
reof
of
then
it
If
a
and
John
when
hava
in
may
to
sample
locate
Ingram
family
Gallup,
more and more business enterprises
turned to "God'i Land and glad to be
we are asking each other "what's the matter with business?" another exhibition. We have had our streams well stocked in back,
Bays Mr. Ingram. Some time
seems
as
was
then
one
no
and
about
the
exit
us
is
with
it;
past
kicking
days
just
Our mining camps our coal industry
Mr. Ingram decided to take a
ago
We
to
have trip. Being a. ion of the Southland,
continue that method.
if it would be just as well
actly 365 days of every year, and our coal industry is our great our
own species of fish in this part of the country. We know he left Gallup and never stopped till
asset. Then, would it not be well to take care of what we have
- what we want and how to propagate our fish as well as a New he reached Van Buren, Ark. Noting
in hand rather than go "rainbow chasing?"
conditions grew worse and worse
n
Gallup-GibsoJersey expert, and we. have always done it Talk about extra- that
as he journeyed, Mr. Ingram decided
Maybe that one reason for not keeping the
road in good repair is to so disgust the people that it will be an vagance, if this is not a sample, then give us one. Also will that Arkansas was far enough away
some one tell us if the Game Wardenette found out about the from Gallup, New Mexico. Running
easy matter to raise the money for the proposed concrete highof money, he and his family, none
build
the
planting of sardines? That would be interesting to know out
way. If so, this is poor business. Even if we should
of whom are afraid of work, sought
Hinkle
could
Governor
of
New
Governor
the
the
to
Maybe
a
give
road
travel
must
have
Jersey
we
during
concrete highway
work anything just ao it waa someIi
i
I I Time
course of construction of the highway it can't be built in a some pointers, or would it be better to consult with the Gover- thing honorable. Then it dawned up" to
I
ft
of New York!"
on John that he had made a mistake,
1 (B, FUk)
I
U
day. We hear talk about a road to some fishing pond,busi-to nor
r
first by leaving Gallup, next by. go"Whiskey Lake," or something like that. If we have no
so far
He started on his
dislike to
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ness we won't need many "Whiskey Lake" fish.
THE RECEIPT
There are a number of people in Gallup who are in favor
of bonding the county in order to obtain money with which to
construct cement roads all over the county. These people don't
It's doing your job the best you can
when
be
nor
are
to
bonds
the
how
And being just to your fellow man;
damn
a
tinkers
paid,
give
It's making money but holding friends,
they are to be paid cement roads is wnat tney want iuiure
And staying true to youj-- aims and ends;
and unborn generations can take care oi tnemseives.
on
this and
It's figuring how and learning why,
Gallup business people are being bled white
And looking forward and thinking high,
that, for every conceivable thing and scheme, from dance
And dreaming a little and doing much;
tickets to organized propaganda for inviting more competition
to locate amone us. Then we are asked i "What's the matter
It's keeping always in closest touch
With what is finest in word and deed ;
with business?"
It's being thorough, yet making speed
Money is being continually solicited from our people to be
It's daring blithely the field of chance
used directly against our best interests. A concrete highway
While making labor a brave romance;
from Gallup to Gamerco and Gibson will be a mighty fine thing,
and if we can raise the money, let's build it, and the sooner
. It's going onward despite defeat
And fighting staunchly, but keeping sweet; .
the better. Whether such a highway will revive and regain our
It's being clean and it's playing fair;
old time patronage from the mining camps remains to be seen
we don't know. The camps are doing all they can to provide
It's laughing lightly at Dame Despair;
It's looking up at the stars abov,
every possible need and want for their employees. The camps
And drinking deeply of life and love--;
are doing all that can be humanly done to maintain a happy
It's struggling on with the will to win,
and contented working people a contented and happy workBut taking loss with a cheerful grin ;
ing class are the best producers and the most liberal spenders
A haDDv and contented people have no time for I. W. W. cal
It's sharing sorrow and work with mirth
And making better this good old earth ;
amity howlers, and calamity howlers are as afraid of happy
It's serving, striving through strain and stress,
people as is the devil afraid of holy water.
It's doing your Noblest that's Success!
When our east to west highway is completed the tourists
Berton Braley.
travel will come via Gallup they couldn't be kept off this
route with shot guns. When we stop blowing our money in for
rainbow schemes; stop inviting others to come and listen to us
AH, THERE, WIGHT: Last week we paid our compli
talk about dull business; get the hot air out of our motive pow- mentary respects to J. Wight Giddings, and he replies in his
er, and get down on earth, we will have more money with which Taos Valley News, as follows:
to build a concrete road from Gallup to Gamerco and Gibson,
"To Hutch, of the Colfax Stockman, and Carter, of the
and in the mean time it would not be a crime to keep the road Gallup Herald we want to extend our thanks for "them kind
from Gallup to Gamerco and Gibson in something like a com words." It is always a pleasure to have your friends say good
fortable traveling condition.
things of you and it is especially true of those in the editorial
profession. When the expressions come from old time friends
one knows they are meant, and they are more directly felt.
WET MOVEMENT CHECKED
This is more or less a knocking age and so a boost is more appreciated. Am sorry, we can't say "here's to you, Boys" in the
(The Albuquerque Journal)
to
state
the
refuses
pro- way we used to, but "them days have gone forever," so we just
"The Illinois legislature
repeal
hibition enforcement laws, and the drys welcome this as a vic- have to say "thanks" and do it dry."
tory offsetting New York's repeal. If so important and popuCOMPLIMENTS:
lous a state as Illinois had followed the Empire State's example,
Many compliments have been heard
it might have found several imitators. Now the tendency may about the mighty nice dance at Gamerco last Saturday night.
be checked.
"Why," it is said, "We saw no drunks." It is much easier to
"If so, it is a wholesome thing. There is little to be gained, keep sober than to set drunk, a darn sight easier, and look at
locally or nationally, by states refusing to help the federal the money you save, the headaches, the sick stomachs, and no
one enjoys looking at people making dunces and fools of them
government in the execution of a national policy.
"If the wets want to carry the fight to Congress, that is an- selves.. It is bad enough for men to soak up on mule at the
other matter. That is exactly where the fight should be waged, dances, and a damnable disgrace for women to make asses of
because honest opposition to the present prohibition regime is themselves.
based on the interpretation which Congress gave to the Eighteenth Amendment, and because Congress has authority to
Since last week's issue of The Gal
SUNDAY CLOSING:
change that interpretation if it chooses to do so.
lic Herald we have talked with a number of our people about
"Pending any such action, the states will do well to co "Siinrijtv rlnsiinir " and if we are any iudire and can take into
operate with the federal government. If for no other reason, consideration what people tell us, we would say that the great
they should do so because refusal means a general slump in majority of our people are not in favor of Sunday closing, If.
law, order and morals which is sure to hurt them more than it this is the fact, then it is time to qutf talking about Sunday-closinghurts the rest of the country."
Jefferson said: "People are governed the best who
SMOKE
are
YOUR
smoke
streak
of
blue
WATCH
governed the least."
curling
3
a
led
to
A.
at
a
from
officers
detect
the
M.,
issuing
chimney
FOR THE KIDDE3i Take your children to the Kiwanis
moonshine still, the arrest of two men, the capture of the. still
and ISO galolzs cf nxsh. Moral: ., Watch your ssoke.
picnic at Fort Wingate tomorrow, Cunday.
,
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away.
back to Gallup. Working
their way along, John at most any
kind of day labor, while Mrs. Ingram
and children worked in vegetable
gardens, but none of them could earn
very much on account of very low
wages, such as are paid throughout
that country. Finally landing at Tulsa, Okla., and here, as Mr. Ingram
puts it: "I lost my boy just as well
have lost him he got married."
His son, Joe Ingram, found a pretty
girl at Tulsa and decided that he had
found "God's Country," and he had,
and Joe planted right there. v
Nobody else on earth can relate
Ingram's trip and the experiences he
endured like John Ingram can, and
take it from the editor of The Herald
(the editor of this paper and John In
gram being natives of the same section of the Southland), to hear Mr.
Ingram tell, pf his trip and how he
worked to tret back to Gallup is bet
ter than looking at one of Ben Tur- pen's comedies working at $1.25 per
day and board, bunching onions at 7V4
cents per dozen bunches, and doing
any and all kinds of odd jobs,
trying day and night and Sunday, to
boot, in order to get back to "God's
Land." as John says.
John Ingram and family are back
and John will go to work at one 01
the mines.
'
ing
return

FOR SALE BY
WHITE GARAGB

o-

i

Navajo Children

Attendins Schools
SANTA Fe, N. M., June 24. At
least 5,000 out of 7,000 Navajo children of school age on the Navajo reservation and adjoining are receiving
education, according to an estimate
made today here by Commissioner H.
J. Hagerman to the Navajoes, who
field
has returned from a 1350-mil- e
trip on the reservation to order
agency conventions which elected delegates to Navajo tribal council.
Mr. Hagerman saia report! tnat aa
hisrh as 6.000 of these children had no
chance to attend school were erron
eous, and that tne ena oz tne present
year would see tne government school
facilities considerably increased. Mr.
Haorerman said he had not decided on
the date for the organization meeting
of the council, which in conjunction
with the commssioner will direct the
affairs of the Navajos.
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Why, the one where the
radio news, music, and exv
tertainment comes in clear-- .
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of course. And what lets
Set it best? De Forest, nat
urally. And who sold the
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how to get the best, results?
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elected

present

of
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New LVdc

uedtcal society at their State
held in Albuquerque, to

n,

.J

suc-ce-

Dr. O. S. KcLandreia of Albuquerque next year. Drs. D. B. Williams of Santa Fe, F. E. Preaaly of
Roswell and P. G. Cornish. Jr.. of At- buquerque, were elected vice-preuenu oi tne association, ine secretary-treasurer
named this morning
was in.
xater or Jtoswell, Doch.
tors elected to the council were Dr.
P. M. Stead of Deminv. Dr. F. H
Crail of Las Veeaa and Dr. E. I. Ward

-
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J. 0. Thornbtrry, from whom the
cheeks were stolen, is in a dying condition, and evidently Brown figured
that this fact would help him get

AND

Era! Jcrs 12)
(Frtta AZrz- &r"y havt Dr. J... V. ltw of
ra

'

u

at

"

voun EYEO

sl-

j

nmaeciited.

Cac;ir's

!;nee)

Ramah.
'v-,Ur. Phelps and family have moved
from weaver into the Wall House in
Gibson.
Johnny Kleiner, an engineer em
ployed at Gamerco, was married in
Gallup recently to Miss Kirkman Mc
Nairy. They reside in Gallup."
re.
oi oania
Mrs. Horace Hosts has returned
Dr. ' Stofer. the nroaidant-elac- t
of
from her visit at Santa Fe.
the, society has practiced medicine In
GaUup for some time. He is on of
riackwell were initiated into the tne most prominent doctors in the
western part of the state. He is secEastern Star HoneVy evening. .
Horse racing
Gamerco Sunday retary of the McKinley County Radical Society. Dr. Stofer is a graduate
morning the 24th. A. J. Crockett, D. of the
University of Medicine at Kan
W. Roberts and Johnny Dean ran a
loco horse against on run by Hughie sas city. ,
In addition to being secretary-treasurWhlteman. Pheloa and Bob Roberts.
of the oraranisatlan. Dr.
Hughie Whiteman's side were the Yater of Roswell is also the
associate
winners but they refused to say what editor from
New Mexico for the
the stake was for.
uet&oal Journal.
The dance ariven on the Gamerco Boutnwestern
Dr. Stead of Dentins; will be counto
a
be
23rd
the
tennis court
proved
cilman for two years while . Dm.
was well attenaea Crail of
great success.
Us Vegu and Ward oi
by Gallup, Gibson and Gamerco peo- Santa. Fe wil be on the council for
ple. $124 was cleared which
taree
used to help pay the expenses of the Dr. years.
Cornish, the only Albuquerque
Albuquerque Base ball team Sunday. man to be electetd to an office this
played year, is a Yale man and is practicing
The Albuquerque-GrayGamerco Base Bell Team Sunday the with his father, Dr. P. G. Cornish, Sr.,
The two teams here. Dr. G. S.
24th at Gamerco.
the remm wn mitchad and the game was tiring president isMcLandrui,
also en of Albuof
close, The score 6 to 4 in favor
querque's medical profession.
Gamerco. $124 was made at the game. Papers and a lantern slide demon
It is safe to say there were 1000 peo stration made up the prgoram of the
morning session. The doctors held
ple attending.
their closing session this afternoon
Mta WoUn Rurnham of Denver.
visiting her sister, Mrs. Klmsey, of and the convention ends with the an
nual banquet tonight.
fiamerco.
Santa Fe was selected as the meet
Mr. Duckquitz and sister are at pre
ing puce for 1924.
sent guests at the uamerco now.
o
Mrs. Harvey McMullen is keeping
house for Mr. Ed. McMullen while his
wife is visiting in California.
Elizabeth Bryden and Helen Brown
spent Monday evening with Velma
and Flora Crockett.
There will be issued from the of
Mrs. Chester Ames, a former resi- fice of the
Gallup Herald next month
dent of Gibson and her mother, Mrs.
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and eatfesd fcera
told, about (300. Action
siartsi -to brinj Brown A tack t
Pr 1im it,
w..aii,thisf n uwwa tostt aner
noney he employed a tod
to drive Kim to Sanders. Arizona.
Here the taxi left him. Chambers,
Aruona, is aeven miles from sancn,
no men ot
no station at Sanders,
Brown may have walked on to Chambers and boarded a train, for pert
unknown. T. F. Smelling, of the
County Bank, has taken steps
to recover this money, also to get
orown dbck nere, and have Wm protown,
-

L

at Gideon from Eemtej.
L!r. T7i!!im
Celly former man-c;e- r
of the Gibson Store is employed
cwres.
in tne santa
Velma Crockett wno
rfriting at her fathers ranch, return-
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Tour 'eyes, Uie your

should be examined
cause they are so
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various strains.
.Your doctor wiU to3
thaw ana
J
gaits of the body and at the
sam time ft most i&mi.
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headaches iwlsA
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ectly to dsTertiv vicia.
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tim
no ill effeots result IxXhnsny
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K?l continue
of their eyes rr". tb
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away with the money. Mr. Thorn-berr- y
awn becor- -i tjc!aed
otjcal
fell from a bridge last Sunday
weakened to
extent
and sustained a broken neck, from
tksme j to irrtf s.bly dam- wmcn ne may ale any day.
It is claimed that Brown was mixed
eye examined at
up with a woman and that this wo-your first opportunity. Our
man, no doubt, got moat
CBS3XI23 F03 SALS
money.
""
msooabto.
Sheriff Myers and the Santa Fe ofIt
ficers are busy on the Job and the
Montmorency and other rood kinds,
was
arrest of Brown may be made any iz.iro per twenty pound box. deliver.
...
Hardware
ed at Gallup, parcel post S. F. Glass,
Furniture nay.
It has been, and continues to be Famington, New Mexico.
KSGI3TSSS9 OPTCSTRIST
comparatively easy for check artists
to cash checks in Calluo. Some of
Pest Office BsJULvg
"The Girl of the Golden West"
our merchants are entirely too an
attraction In Denver
a
C-proved
big
P.
xious w laae cnances,' ana tus is where it was shown in the leading
Nw Mexico
lMsx.
one reason why bad checks are work
week. This picture will
At Same Stand for Past Fire
ed off in Gallup about ever so often, theatres for a
Rex for three nights,
In this ease, however, a smooths be shown at the
Tears
next Wednesday.
piece of forgery was worked, as commencing
BAN FRANCISCO, CaU June 24
Brown was able to forge the name of The Beddow Buick
Cdmpany of
"Grandpere" Urbain Chaudeur, who morn Deny in a very clever manner.
celebrated hii hundredth birthday on And. with some of our merchants. Gallup are supplying cars to the Her
Juno 8, died early yesterday mora Brown had traded from time to time I bert Buick Company of Aztec, that
For Insurance of all kinds, se
Charles W. Davis, 109 South Second
ine at tne VTencn Hospital. He was and appeared honest, being punctual being a branch agency of the Bed,
dow
Company.
the oldest known survivor of the to pay any bills. But, the fact reStreet Phone 248.
tf
United States Mexican war. of 1846-4- 8 mains that bad checks are showing
up
and had been a patient at the hospital in Gallup too frequently, and our mer- Blue Smoke
Mrs. Edith B. Mapel, county
Special
since 1911. when he was forced to chants should be more careful bad
of schools, announces that
give up the farm in Tuolumne county, checks never fail to cost somebody
teachers' examination will be held on
Moonshine
which ne had worked tor sixty-thre- e
June 30, July 23, 24 and 25. Exammoney. In this case, a dying man's
years, because he was' too feeble to name was forged.
inations will be held at the office of
those
one
toil.
on
was
with
of
his
Chaudeur
was
Tuesday
night
go
the superintendent at conntv mm
dull
born in Lorraine, June 8, 1823, and The McKinley
The
for
Gallup night cops.
nights
a Progress and Prosperity Edition, house.
County Bank is
been
have
of
Andrews
Farmington,
hours
came to America in 1846. In April showing some of the
hung slowly and
new 60 cents long dreary
covering McKinley County. This ediof that year he joined Company B of silver pieces, issued by the Govern the drousy watchers had to do some- guests at the Gibson Hotel the last tion will consist of detailed descrin- There's a reason whv oeonla trade
a
now
is
Mrs.
resi
Ames
davs.
few
drink
coffee and keep
the 10th United States Infantry, in ment for the benefit of the Monroe thing besides
tive articles of the city's business life at the
,
Army Store.
was along about three Hnt nf Santa Rita.
which he served for the Mexican war. Doctrine Centennial, which will be moving.
ana
it
careare
institutions
that
Miss Virginia Brewis of Gibson fullycounty
, .
, .
n
an
i
well
held in Los Angeles.
as
by
The design is o clock Wednesday morning when Of
prepared
expert
left Sunday for Los Angeles, Calif. as being illustrated. The preparation vrooa pictures are aooreciatea in
Buy your needs at the Bargain very attractive, and they sell at $1 ficer C. C. Foe said: "Get in. boys,
Rex
Gallup.
the
theatre
Thafs
sum.
tne
why
to
she
expects
spend
and let's take a joy ride too sleepy where
Store and save money.
of the editions is in the hands of Mr. will show "Only 38" Sundav niirht
each.
"
R. H. Towns, a newspaper man of
'round this jail to suit me." And with mar with her father.
.""V?
ms
and
Mr. Raymond Duckquitz
invitation, Officers Louis Silva
a highly July L...v:,..,
and
many
years
experience
7. V. Cuff, wife and little boy of Lamar Alexander, while playing this
were
Mrs. Robert Logan,
sister.
McGraw
and
in
Jack
Poe's
trained
lines.
Mr.
car,
piled
expert along these
Gallup will have an opportunity to
Toledo, Ohio, are visiting; with Cant. ball at Gamerco last Sunday, threw
at Gam,
mt-e- r
up round and round, guests at the Guy Lund home
Towns, in the Edition, will convey get a business
J. H. Lewis of Fort Wingate. Mr. his left knee out of place and in- and they the
college. See the adver
Mondav
nrr.n.
evening.
street
on
in
south
Going up
side, pas
reading articles, carefully written tisement of the Chamber of Com.
Cuff and Capt. Lewis are old war jured the ligaments. After an
of
Dimon
Mrs.
Sam
Gallup,
and
Mr.
and
prepared, complete detailed in
'
examination it was thought best to sing in front of J. M. Carman's res. were
time friends.
guests of Mrs. Tilton at dinner formation of McKinley County's merce in this issue.
send him to a specialist in Chicago, idence. the officers noticed curling
leading firms and individuals, in or
Dr. Fred J. Wadford. Chiropractor. and he may leave soon for that place. blue smoke issuing from a chimney of Sunday.
Mrs. Bill Kimsey of Gibson is now der to acquaint more thoroughly the Born to Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Con
the adobe just opposite the Carman
Rooms 6 and 7, Page Building.
nor, June 19, a baby girl, 7tt pounds,
Gamerco.
of
resident
a
As there was no light to
residents of this city's trade terri- and all doing well.
Miss Mildred Hamilton of Linton, residence.
This is another
F. E. Roberts has moved into tory with the personality
Mrs.
and
seen
be
record
the
windows
this
from
of
Mrs. Leon CzarUnsky, Miss Doris Ind., is here to spend the summer
grand daughter for Mr. and Mrs. J.
house vacated by Mrs. Kimsey in of the firms with which they deal.
the
too
the
smoke
looked
place,
suspicious
Miss
Morris.
H. Young.
Csarlinsky and Lady Bug Czarlin- with Miss Carolyn
Not only will the Edition have a
to pass up, and the officers decided to Gibson.
sky, returned Monday from their two Hamilton was the room mate of Miss
D. Rome and Mrs. Ben Wilson
Mrs.
circulation
found
distributed
widely
Investigatom
locally, District
W.
weeks visit in Los Angeles, and Lady Morris at school, the college of Saint investigate.
W.
still on the stove, and further investi of Gallup, were dinner guests of Mrs but many copies will go abroad, nat- Morrison of Superintendent
the Postal Telegraph Co.,
Ind.
Bug was very glad to return to her
Gardener.
Geo.
to
and
evening.
Sunday
friends
was
that
ionally
this
the first
internationally,
gation proved
usual puce in the Czarlinsky Ford.
Kosa is and relatives of those represented. headquarters at Los Angeles, was
that the mash had Mrs. Lola Spiller of Santa
here during the week on business
"Only 38" is made to order. This run of this still,Not
Mrs.
her
The
Harvey
daughter,
management of the Herald has with the Gallup office.
a drop of hooch visiting
Last week we called attention to picture is being shown in every city just "ripened."
weeks.
a
no
for
McMullen
few
this
Edi
hesitancy in stating that
the Rex theatre program, that it was whereever good pictures are wanted. had been made, but within thirty
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Dennard are liv tion will be long remembered and
minutes more the stuff would have
a sample of movie picture service for At the Rex next Sunday, July 1.
There's a reason "why people trade
in the house vacated by Mr. and cherished as one of the forward notes
been
into
was
ing
There
a
dripping
Rex
jar.
this
Those
summer.
.the
for
of
Elbert Middleton who are living of progress in the history of Gallup's at the Army Store.
our people who visited the Rex during For Mutual Life Insurance, see 150 gallons of mash' ready and "ripe," Mrs.Gamerco.
The Herald respect
achievements.
this week will bear us out in the Charles W. Davis, 109 South Second and, as the still was just in the act at
Sheriff Joseph F. Tondre of Lot
had his ankle fully asks that Mr. Towns be accordForsythe
and
more
Cubby
hours
of
a
couple
boiling,
statement that the pictures at the Street. Phone 218.
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the
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Rex for this week have been excepbootleggers
in order that the Edition panied by Hon. Simeon Neustadt, alGame at Gamerco.
;
Dr. H. G. Willson returned home ing the dope at 50 cents per drink
tionally fine.
fulfill the purpose so of Los Lunas, were in Gallup Tues
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thoroughly
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Tuesday . night after attending the hooch
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The Denver papers carried big ad- meeting of the American uemcai
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be
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seems
hurt
knee
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McKinley
Game.
His
every
practically
Remember the Bargain Store when
ing their chops and smacking their
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25 Bars Sunny Monday
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.SO Beat Creamery Butter, per lb...
Miss Virginia Tavlor is here from
.
CENTS PER QUART BUICK
her home at Silverton, Colo., to spend SLUMP IN THE
UNDERTAKING BUSINESS
the sumer with her sister, Miss Geor
gia Taylor. ;
Since our ministers and doctors are
FOR RENT: Three room apart all away and enjoying their vaca
ment, sleeping porch, completely fur- tions, our genial and accomodating
undertaker has an opportunity to taxe
nished. Apply at 403 East Hill.
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land with honorsUe industry, sound
learntna? and tore manners. Defend
our liberties; preserve our unity: save
us from lawlessness ana violence,
from discord and confusion. from
pride and arrogance and from every
"Faa&on into one happy family the
multitude brought hitherto ' out of
many kindred and tongues. Endow
wisdom those whom
with the aftlrit
we entrust in thy name with the an
thority of government to ue ana tnat
there mar be toed government at
home and peace with all the world.
In the time of prosperity fm- our
hearts with thankfulness and in the
day of trouble suffer not our trust in
the eternal, All which we ask for
Jesus Christ's sake.
"0 Lord our f tremor, whose glory
it in all the world: wo commend
nation to thy merciful care, that being
guided by thy prorjaence we may
dwell secure in thy peace. Grant to
the president of the United States
wisdom and strength to know and to
do thy will. Fill him with the love
of truth and righteousness; and make
him ever mindful of his calling to
serve thy people in thy fear: through
Jesus Christ our Lord, who liveth and
reigneth with thee and the Holy
Ghost, one God, world without end.
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The ctairway that leads to success in the; days
ii built of dollan. It is Dot built in s day. But
the wise man is building all the time, a. little
each week, regularly. lie starts with a well
teaded saving? account in this Strong Bank.
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Our Vajcn at Ycur
Doer Rclfevca Ycsr

'

Worry
It means you are advanced beyond the old
fashioned description of
your home on wash day;
that you know how mod-er- n
skill and invention
have made this necessary
evil no longer a burden.

TO 81. JOHNS, JULY 4
There are families in eastern Ariz prise for the biggest family, it would
un
ona and western New Mexico that do penectiy correct to oCer
would surprise vital statistics, if they able and attractive prise for the first
married couple arriving mar
were known, and the way to bring newly
ried juiy . ... ..
them into the lime light would be to
There are many wholesome and
offer a good site prise for the biggest constuctive ways to
bring out crowds
family attending the St Johns jubilee to enjoy a July 4th program..' Why
on this July 4.
not offer a prize for the first, "just
At a follow-u- p
suggestion . for a married' couple T

.':

r
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0

Sweet Marie ears that her new
flivver runs like a hole in a new
stocking. Little Bock Arkansas Ga- sette.

PHONE 163

No Argument

About It

WE SELL COUPON BOOKS AT

HONEYMOON TO ST. JOHNS,

JULY 4, AND HAPPY
Anyway, St Johns invitee everybody to come to that thriving little
city on the Birthday of our Nation
and enjoy the program to hearts' content.
An suto race will be staged from
Cheek-to-Che-

Gallup to St Johns. For particulars call on Johnny Biava, Rieco
Men-apac-

k
the ordinance agatast
dancing, Mrs. M. Goodman and J., P.
Naaeau were ordered to abstain from
dancing in Long Beach for one year.
Judge Hawkins also fined the

LONG BEACH, Cel., June 24.
Following their arrest for violation of S30.

EAT AT

THE WHITE CAFE
SATISFIES
Merchants Lunch or Supper

60 Cents

MR.

The real reason
for buying Columbias
they last longer
The largest laboratory, devoted to

dry cell research, experiments continuously to make them "last longer."
Columbia Hot Shot or Columbia
Ignitors are "right" for your needs.
That's why people have the habit of
asking for Columbias.

CROW'S REVENGE

TUf R. CROW had been watching for a
chance to pay Mr. Dog for upset
tug his plans that day m the cora-Selwhen he had barked so loudly
that Mr. Man came vot with hie gua
and, before Mr. Crow could ty away,
the gaa went "Popl" and greatly ap-set the nerves of Mr. Crow.
What Mr. Dog was barking about
really wasn't ea account of Mr. Crow
at all. He had wet vottced him, tor
under the stone wall Mr. Dog had seen
Mr. Rabbit hop out of Ma eight and
also his reach. Bot the barks had
brought Mr. Man with his gun snd,
seeing only Mr. Crow, be popped the
gun at him.
Bot this did not matter at all to
Mr. Crow. He did not know anything
about It, anyway, and now every day
he watched Mr. Dog, whenever he happened to see him, to find a way to bother him, If he could.
It was some time after thla
that Mr. Orow, from a Meamph
hap-pene- d

Columbia Dry Batteries for all purposes are sold
by hardware and general stores, electrical and auto
supply shops, garages and implement dealers.

the atone wall and took a look about,
so he would be sure of the very spot
where the bone was hidden.
a short time Mr. Crow was at a
farm some distance down the road.
where there lived Mr. Towser Dog.
Mr. Crow did not care any more for
Mr. Towser than he did for any other
dog, but he was the one that lived the
nearest to the spot where the bone waa
burled, ao he called on him.
Mr. Towser Dog was napping, with
alt head poked eat of Ma noose, when I
Mr. Crow arrived, and the loud "Caw
Caw
that he gave made Mr. Towser
open his eyes.',
"Where
your Masterr Inquired
Mr. Crow, wtsfamg to be sure he waa la
no danger before he told his secret to
Mr. Towser.
"He htt gone off and left me at
home," whined Mr. Towser.
"Are you chained?" Inquired Mr.
Crow.
',
"Of course I am not chained," replied Mr. Towser, jumping tip to show
he was free. "Master never chains
me. He knows I would not run sway.
I have the place to guard,, don't you
Bee?" .:.
,; "You would not run away even for a
alee bone If you knew where there was
one, I suppose," said Mr. Crow, cock,
ing his head.
"Well, I would not say I wouldn't if
I was certain where It waa," aald Mr.
Towser,
Mr. Orow told him and off he ran.
He found the bone and was back before his master returned,, but In the
meantime Mr. Crow had a feast in the
cornfield, and when he went to bed
that night he felt he had done a good
day's work.
It was some time, after that Mr,
Crow, who was on the watch, saw Mr.
Doa scratching and digging where ae
had burled the bone, and acting in the
moat excited manner because he could
not find It.
"Caw. caw." cried Mr. Crow. "The
next time you see me In the cornfield
perhaps you will not bark and try to
get me shot; caw, caw, caw.".
But. though Mr. Dog beard nun, ne
did not in the least know what Mr.
Orow meant and that Is the way It
often happens, that those who work
hard to get revenge for some fancied
wrong fall as far short of getting It
as Mr. Crow did. For what he really
wanted was that Mr. Dog should know
be was to blame for the hose being
gone and Mr. Dog never did know It
(f) kr KaCrart twapaaw BrwUti.)
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Mr. Crow Told Mr. Towetr.
wire where he wag sitting, saw Mr. Dog

trotting along the road with something
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In his mouth.
Mr, Crow watched and then fie flew
over to where Mr. Dog disappeared
under a rail fence into the garden, and
by the wall on .the other side he saw
Mr. Dog dig a deep hole and hide" In It
bone."
a very
"Stole It, I am sure he did," said
Mr. Crow, forgetting that he was "one
of the worst of thieves himself. But
right then Mr. Crow was struck with
a thought He had a plan by which
be could pay Mr. Dog for barking that
day be was in the cornfield.
Mr. Crow waited until nr. Dog nan
the bone buried and the earth nicely
covered over It and Mr. Dog waa trot-taa- g
e aoaae. So then new over te
line-looki-
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PERCENT DISCOUNT

e,

N. A. Ross, Sam Dimon, Blake
Carrington, Walter and Joe Beddow,
and othera of Gallup who are interested in the race from Gallup to St
Johns.
.
.. .
cheek-to-chee-

ek

Fined by Court

If You

--

BEST CORN FED PACKING
HOUSE BEEF, PORK, VEAL
MUTTON AND CHICKENS

LOS ANGELES, Cel., June 24.
Jean Acker, former wife of Rodolnh
Valentino, has had plenty of sheiks
and she is tired. Today she jilted
her fiance, the Marquis Luis de Basen
y Sandova,- because, she says, be tried
to "sheia"- her.

LAUKKIY

01J Dank

.

Valentino "Sheik"
Gets Dad Jilt

GALLUP STEAM

Cc:7

CITY R3AE1KET

Amen."

Our work ia quality work

r.::3z!37-

PHONE 64
j

::

QUALITY

:y

SERVICE

Vfay to Qvn a

Here
-

is a chance for you to get started
toward greater profits or to build up a
business of your own and it costs only
5 to make the start.
; ", )

Trucks and
Everywhere, Ford One-to- n
Light Delivery Cars are saving more than
this every year tor their users. So, as soon
as your truck starts running it will quickly
take care of the purchase price and add
new profits as well
It will widen the area in which you can do
business, enlarge the number or customers
you can serve and keep your delivery costs
down to the lowest point. "
Start now toward the ownership of a Ford
Truck or Light Delivery Car us the

Under, the terms of this
Plan.

:

JJ

Enrolls

dnrtcit this

money in a local bank at
You interest. Each week you,
add a little more- -- this also dravvs
interest. And in a short time the
truck is yours to use. Come in and
let us give you full particulars.

CARRINGTON
MOTOR
COMPANY

--

1
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1ILIIIILU Will
ron quick
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CUPPED
PROFESSIONAL

Ixplanatleit That It Would
Have teen Inconvenient at the
'Time la Humorous.

story dating from our Olvil war
has Just been retold by .Barl Russell,
granasoo of Lord John Russell, the
great Victorian statesman, la hit "My
Ufa and Adventures." A Philadelphia
lawyer named Rosengarten was a
colonel la the Northern army and was
dispatched to arrest John Janney, a
Quaker, who had signed the Virginian
act of secession. He found them all
at a "mooting," so be Just sat dowa
and said: "1 don't want to disturb
your meeting, but I warn yon that at
the end of It, It la my duty to arrest
John Janney." One oi' them arose and
aald: "Will thee take off thy hatT"
"No," ho replied, "It Is a Friends' meeting." "Yes, thy hat is s military hat."
So he took it off, and his sword also,
after some demur, und one of the
Friends took them oat After an hour

ATTORNEY AND

Office:

Pago BalMlag

par

New Mexico

Gallup
AT A BARGAIN

TM0

Model

:

t2tcuel Roadster in first class

con
Ltion Good Top and Curtains must
sell at once See "HH" at earring-

'

-

ton Motor co.

EDMUND IL FRENCH

Lawyer
down puta an Underwood
$3.00
Member Bar: Supreme Court Unit
Typewriter in your office or home.
States, Supreme Court of New
Write for Catalogue. Southwestern
Mexico.
Typewriter Co.. Grants. New Mexico,
t
(1788)
.
Office: f05 Coal Avenue.
WANTED: To rent small furni
shed house or apartment. "N. E. F.
v
Herald office.

OBNTI8T
Gallop Clinic Building

EARLY DISCOVERY OF AMERICA

MARTIN & CHAPMAN,

FOR SALE: At a bargain, 1920
Ford roadster, newly painted and
overhauled, 4 new tires, demountable
rims, starter. "N. E. F." Herald ofc
fice.
FOR SALE: House anil traaA ear.
lot. See owner First
and 101
East Hill Ave.

St

FOR RENT:

,

FOR SALE:
hold furniture
can be rented.

-tf

w

Gallup, New Mexico.

.

DR. M. M.ELLISON

Business house for

rent Inquire at the Peoples Meat
Market

Now Mexico

Gallop

FOR RENT: Three rooms. Two
blocks south of court house. Apply
at iu west Mesa Ave.
FOR

Inquire

aide.

,

REJNT: Business Hous- eat Peoples Market, north

FOR RENT: 7 room house close
Candy Shop.

Said to Have Known of
the Great Centlnsnt Long Before

Columbus Was Born.
- It Is said by persons who have given
attention to the subject that the
Northmen were well acquainted with
the east coast of North America nearly
600 years before the first celebrated
voyage of Columbus. It Is said to have
been accidentally discovered by sn Icelandic navtgRtor, while endeavoring to
make the coast of Greenland, In the
year 1001. From that time, for about
SCO years, the Intercourse of the Icelandic Normans with Holluland (Newfoundland), Markland (Nova Scotia),
and Tlntand (New England), was frequent and Intimate. No other European people have been so scrupulously
correct In keeping their records as the
Scandinavians, and the accounts of
these early voyages, which have been
handed down from the period In which
they were made, are most particular

SIIEWEEUOTEL
(ZUNI)

AND

RESTAURANT

DAVID

SULUVAN,

-

Mgr.

in apply at
FOR
jMUte,

SALE:
sleeping

brick garage

611

modern

ZUNI, NEW MEXICO

porch; furniture,
W. HilL

FOR RENT: Furnished room with
bath.
15 per month. Call at 202
.west Mesa avenue.
FOR SALE: One large steam can
ner and sealing machine, new. Call at.
804 South Second street.
FOR SALE: Klatt rooming house.
Apply at Klatt office.

'FOR RENT: Three room adobe.
Apply to Pete Milan.
"FOR SALE: Household furniture
Good as new. Inquire Man
hattan Cafe.
cheap.

BARGAIN FOR QUICK SALE:
Lot of new household furniture inquire at Manhattan Cafe.

FOR SALE: Cheap One Singer
Electric Sewing Machine. Slightly
need terms. Singer Sewing Machine
Co., 214 South Second St.

ana address on a
poet card or in a letter and we will mail
free and postpaid, a sample copy of

,3

RUIZ A OVERSON
'

Attorneys-At-La-

w

.

Practice in all Courts of
Now Mexico and Arizona
JOHN WITT HENDRIX
Pastor of The

Meth-di-

Caarek

st

Reaidence 300 3rd Street
Phone No. 288.
At Home in the Study 8 to 11:30 A U
AM 7:w to 8:30 r. at.
At Your Service At All Hours.
:

DR.

PAUL H. BENNETT
DENTIST

Warn BaiMiag

Office:
Gallaa

New Mexieo

H. W. BROSE, M. E.
GENERAL ENGINEERING
PRACTICE

BfAsMSlNg

the most wonderful magtfine' published. 160 pages and 400 pictures
every month, that will entertain
every member of the family.
It contain Intereetlng and

Inrtructhreartf-cle-

a

on tha Home, Farm, Shoo and Qfllca
tba newcat developments in Radio, Aviation. Automobile end Garage. Each luue

- Architectural

R.R.BELL
Public Stenographer

'

1

Room
.

'

1

more so. Indeed,
circumstantial
those of the Spanish adventurers
who followed Columbus.
All Intercourse' of these Northmen
with America seems to have ceased
about the middle of the Fourteenth
century. This fact la as extraordinary
and Inexplicable as that; about the
same time, or soon after, they disappeared In like manner from the west
eeaat of Greenland.

and
than

gees No Change In Weather.
A scientist says the sun has not
cooled live degrees In a 'thousand million years. This may be true, but our
recollection Is that a thousand million
years ago the summers were much hotter and dryer than they are now. A
thooaand million years ago the heat
waa so intense we couldn't sleep
nights; even la our favorite northern
resorts a palm beach suit felt like a
winter overcoat. The mercury used to
break the necks of the- thermometers,
m those days they used to deliver lee
at nights, becsuse It was Impossible to
transport It In the daytime. A 28 pound
cake of Ice In a trip from the wagon
to the back door, If the sun were shining, would be changed Into a kettle of
boiling water. Only Ave degrees cooler In k thousand million years the
man has grown forgetful (Detroit
.

-

free

Press.

Soma Consolation.
The guest found the bride's biscuit
rather heavy. They kept forcing them
on him, and he kept nibbling at them.
But he slid several into his side pocket.
The bride saw this and so did her husband. Of course they were too polite
to say anything. However, as soon as
the guest had departed, the bride began
to whimper.
"Cut out the weeps, dearie," counseled her husband. "Take It as a comdoubt-lea- s
pliment. With those biscuits he
Intends to conduct some Important
experiments from which we may all
reap fame and fortune. He's a noted
road buUder."
.
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Mechanic Company
PopularB. OaaHe
I trees. CH4CAM, ILL.
Pnular ItMhatotMMiniU iiHUi

Service

Connection

contains something to intaratt every bodr.
We do not emptor subaeriptlon solicitors to
you will not be urged to subscribe and you
are nee uuimauiij, pwnn iu um mun iu
asking (or .a free sample copy. We
gladly send it to proepective readers. If
umi IIIm le vnu can huv a codv evarv
month ituui any newsdealer or send us
your subscription -1- 3.00 lot one year.
SOO-11- 4

so,

Northmen

Lot of (rood house
at a bargain. House
315 S. Fifth Street.

THE
-

the

meeting was over. "Now,"
said, "I must remind you that I
want John Janney. Pray stand up."
About twenty of them stood up. "Nonsense," he said, "I want the John Janney who signed, etc." "Oh, that John
Janney," they repl'ed, "why he took
out thy hat. an hoift ago." He added
that after the war John Janney came
and called on him to apologise for
slipping away, but said it would really
have been very Inconvenient for him
to have been arrested Just then. San
Francisco Argonaut.

Attorneys-At-La-

ner

or
he

9

A. M. to 12

to 5 P. M.

II Page Baildla

Telephone No.

149

''

A subscriber says newspaper
As McReady and Kelly passed dver
are too cynical. Having to
the continent even tae fauna towns
write
-paragraphs maie 'em that way,
could hear t& record breakers' roar
Little Rock Arkansas Democrat
Vicfeiaa Pilto. ., . .

psra-graphe- rs
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT WITH

o

IN THE PROBATE COURT WITH
In AND FOR THE COUNTY
OF MeKINLBY AND
STATE OF NEW
,
MEXICO
In the matter of the
Estate of Louis Stewart
No. 244
No. '2030 deceased.

for the county
of Mckinleynew
and
state
of
MEXICO

in and
-

Chaa.

A

HERMAN W. ATKINS

haa
Um, M eaaw,
(Ml tn tar
Um.
Caah Ml m
M
tar al
ear, u4 ba eenfal to

AWAY FROU ARREST

Duakor'a

COUNSELLOR AT LAW

M

r

'
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To-

.

Vidal,

Plaintiff.

vs.

NOTICE
To The Sheep Owners of New
Mexico:
You are hereby notified that a law.
was enacted by the Sixth Legislature '
of New Mexico, a copy of which at '

.

'

attached hereto, requiring that the
Edward Costetti. E.
NOTICE
owners of all ear marks recorded fat1
Howard Thorch, and the
Notice Is Hereby Given that the the office
ef the Sheep Sanitary i
n
Lumber
undersigned has been appointed ad Board are required to have the
same'
ministrator of the estate of Louis
Company, a nartnershin.
in the records of this of-and JoBie Mbntoya,
Stewart, deceased; and that all per. fioe within three (3) months from
sons having culms against said tha date of
Defendants.
this notice. All aa ,
estate and said decendant will d re marks not
NOTICE OF 8UIT
will, at the ea
TO THE ABOVE NAMED DEFEN- sent them within the time and man
ox three (3) months, be-- ;
ptrauon
ner
law.
prescribed by
DANT, E. HOWARD THORCH:
come the property of the public and '
H. W. ATKINS,
You era hereby notified that suit
will be available to the first amhV
Administrator.
nas oeen nied against you in the
cant on the expiration of time reabove entitled court in which the (1865)
quired to elapse by this law.
above entitled and numbered cause First Pub. June 9.
A fee of one dollar is required te '
is now pending, by the above named Last Pub. June 30
accompany the application for re-rplain tin amnst the above named
cording.
defendants, and said cause being IN THE DISTRICT COURT WITH
Copy of bill is as follows:
numbered 2030, on the docket of said
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY
"Section 1. The Sheen Sanitary
court.
OF McKINLEY AND
Board of New Mexico shall have the '
The general objects of said suit
STATE OF NEW
power to and ahall cause all marks
are to recover a personal judgment
MEXICO
and brands now in actual use to be
Costhe
Chas.
Edward
against
Vidal,
defendant,
For this purpose, the
Plaintiff,
tostetti, in the principal sum of
;
Two Thousand ($2,000.00) Dollars,
No. 2030, Sheep Sanitary Board shall issue and
vs.
a
mail
circular
letter
the
through
together with interest theron at the Edward Costetti, E.
United States Mail addressed to each '
rate of 10 per cent per annum from Howard Thorch, and the
owner of any marks and brands now
n
the Z6ta day of May, 1921. and until
Lumber
of record with said board to the post- paid, and together in the further Company, a partnership,
office address shown on the brand '
sum of 10 per cent of said principal and Josie Montoya,
record, requiring the owner or vwners ;
and interest as attorney's fees, said
Defendants.
of marks and brands to file with the
NOTICE OF SUIT
action being brought upon a promis
of said board an exact fac- - '
Secretary
TO
note
THE
NAMED
ABOVE
dated May 23rd, 1921, pay
DEFEN
sory
simile of any mark or marks, brand
able one year after date thereof, to DANT. E. HOWARD THORCH:
You are hereby notified that suit or brands now being used or owned '
the order oi Unas. Vidal, said plain
such owners. In addition to tha ;
tiff, in the principal . sum of Two has been filed by the above named by
notice the Sheep Sanitary i
Thousand (S2.000.00) Dollars, to plaintiff and is now pending against above
Board shall cause to be published in i
gether with interest and attorney's the above named defendants in the either
or Spanish, or both, in i
fees, as aforesaid, and said note be- District Court of McKinley County, at leastEnglish
one
in each county i
ing secured by a mortgage of even New Mexico, said suit being num in this Statenewspaper
where there is a news- date therewith and duly recorded in bered 2030, on the docket of said
Book 4, M. D. R., page 19, Records court; and that the defendants Bub paper, a copy of this Act. said pub-lication to continue for at least four
of said McKinley
Lumber uompany, a
County , New
consecutive weeks.
Mexico, said mortgage being signed partnership,
consisting of George (4)
Section 2. Within three months
and P. D. Henderson, and
by said defendants, Edward Costet Bubany
from the date of the first publication
ti, and Josie Montoya, and convey- George Bubany and P. D. Henderson of
this Act as aforesaid, it shall be
ing the following real estate, sit- having filed in said suit, their ansthe gener- the duty of all owners of marks and '
uate, lying and being in the County wer and
of McKinley
and State of New al object of said
are brands now of record in the office of
Lots Number Twen to recover personal judgment against the Sheep Sanitary Board, to file with
Mexico,
o
Costetti, the Secretary of said Board a fac-(23) and the defendants, Edward
(22), twenty-thre- e
Twenty-fou- r
(24), in Block Fifty-On- e and Josie Montoya, and each of simile of the inmark or marks, brand or I
(51), of the orignial townsite them in the principal sum of Thir brands nowA actual use and owned
fee for the
and 60- - by them.
of the town of Gallup, New Mexico, teen Hundred Eighty-thre- e
as surveyed and platted of record, 100 (11383.50) Dollars, together with of brands shall be one ($1.00) DoU .
and said suit being for the. further interest tteron at the rate of 10 per lar for each mark or brand
the proceeds to be used for the objects of foreclosing said mortgage cent per annum, from the 10th day
for the satisfaction and payment of of December, 1921, and together in cost of notice triven n nrnviHwi hv
said promissory note, principal, in- the further sum of 10 per cent of section 1 oi this act; provided, that
any excess money from such fees ,
terest, attorney's fees, and the costs said principal and interest as attor- ahull
nlAPari In tha StiAan finnitftpw .
of this action and for the appoint, ney's fees and the costs of this ac'
. . - .
.
ment of a Special Master to adver- tion, and all thereof as evidenced by uoara runo.
Upon the receipt of the fee to be
tise and sell said real estate as pro- that certain promissory note dated
of marks and
vided for by the terms of said mort- December
10th, 1921, payable one paid and the
hereinbefore provided for the .
gage deed and the orders of said year after date thereof to the order brands
Lum- Secretary of the said Board shall, as
court and for all general and other of the said
relief as prayed for in plaintiff s ber Company, together with interest soon as said marks and brands have
been
to the owner .
complaint filed in said cause, in- and attorney's fees, as aforesaid: or owners of said mail
marks and brands. '
that plaintiff's said mort and said promissory note being seccluding
certificate for each mark and brand
gage deed be declared a first, sup. ured by that certain mortgage deed
and for which said fee
erior and prior lien on said real dated December 10th, 1921, made, so
been paid, showing the date of,
estate, and for the further purpose executed, acknowledged and deliver- has
thtt rrarrtrflincpi
jA aim) ahmvfaff
of recovering all costs of said ac- ed by the said defendants, Edward
fee
herein
to be paid'
the
that
provided
to
the
tion. :
Costetti, and Josie Montoya,
has been paid. A failure to make.
n
Yoa are further notified that un- said defendant,
such payment shall forfeit the right
less you enter an appearance in said Lumber
Company, a partnership,
cause on or before the 23rd day of and duly recorded on the 10th day to use any mark or brand now in use.
When
right to use any mark or -July, 1923, judgment will be render of December, 1921. at the hour of brand the,
now of record shall have beed m said cause against you by de 4:30 o'clock P. M., at page 43, of
Book 4, of the Records of Mortgage come forfeited for failure to comply
fault.
The name and address of plain- Deeds of said McKinley County, New with the provisions of this act, the
tiff's attorney is A. T. Hannett, Mexico; and the further objects of said mark or brand shall not be re- '
corded to any other person or persona
whose post office and business ad said
being for a decree of foreclosure of said mortgage until after the expiration of two years
dress is Gallup, New Mexico.
forfeiture; PROVIDWITNESS my hand and the seal deed as against the plaintiff, and the from the date of
that this Act shall not apply te .
of said court, at Gallup, New Mex- defendants. E. Howard Thorch, Ed ED,
.l
i
i;
ward Costetti, and Josie Montoya,
ico, this 6th day of June, 1923.
and that as to such plaintiff and de- Chanter 71 of the laws of 1921 re
(SEAL OF
recorded their marks and brands, if
DISTRICT COURT)
fendants, the said mortgage deed be the marks so
are the
NAT GARCIA,
decreed and declared to be a first,
same as those used by them on sheep.
lien
the
and
preupon
prior
County Clerk, McKinley County, superior
this
of marks
mises
Clerk of the Disand
conveyed by said mortgage Provided,
1
btA ImnHa aholl tukt k
o
Lots
Twenty-Twsaid
All
of
of
County.
deed,
trict Court,
once in five (6) years."
than
oftener
e
and
(22), twenty-thre(23),
(1867)
SANITARY BOARD OF
twenty-foFirst Pub. June 9
(24), in Block Fifty-On- e SHEEP NEW MEXICO
(51) of the Original Townsite
Last Pub. June 30.
By R. C. DILLON,
of the Town of Gallup, in the Coun
President,
New
of
State
and
of
McKinley
ty
WITHIN THE DISTRICT COURT
Attest:
as
and
oi
Mexico,
surveyed
platted
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY
J. B. ROBERTSON,
record; and the further objects of
OF McKINLEY AND
Secretary.
the
for
suit
said
appointment
being
STATE OF NEW
,
of a Special Master to advertise and (1852)
MEXICO
9
Pub.
June
sell said real estate for the pay- First
In the matter of the
30
Last
June
Pub.
secsaid
of
ment
the
indebtedness,
No. 1867
Estate of Pete Rolando .
ured by said mortgage deed, as proNOTICE
.
said mortgage
NOTICE TOR PUBLICATION
To Whom It May Concern, Be It vided by the terms of
of said court Department of the Interior, U. S.
and
deed
orders
the
Known:
U general and other relief
Land Office at Santa
Fe, N. M.
That L. N. Cary. Assignee, in the and for
"
June 4, 1923.
above matter will within five days in the prayer of said
Notice is hereby given that John
after the date of the publication of
further notified that tin- - E. Day, of Flora Vista, N. M. who.
this notice declare and pay a further lessYou areenter an
appearance in said on May 18, 1920, made Additional
you
and final dividend of thirty (30) per23rd day of Homestead Entry, No. 039441), for
cent upon the common claims as filed cause on or before the
will
render SEV. Section 14, Township 12 N,
and allowed by said assignee in the July, 1923, judgment said be
cross-cosaid cause on
Range 10 W., N. M. P. Meridian, has
above entitled and numbered cause. ed in
filed notice of intention to make
plaint 'against you by default.
Dated this 25th day of June,
The name and address or said de Three year Proof, to establish claim
at Gallup, : New Mexico.
n
Lumber to the landj above described, before
fendants'.
IN.
VA1VI,
b.
and George U. S. Commissioner, at Farmington,
a
partnership,
Company,
Assignee.
Bubany and P. D. Henderson, attor- San Juan Co.,- N. M., on the 12 day
(1892)
ney, is H. C. Denny, whose post of- of July, 1923.June 30. It
fice and business address is Gallup,
Claimant names as witnesses:
"
Joseph C. Lewis, of Flora Vista,
"What kind of a fellow is Wat New Mexico.
WITNESS my hand and seal of N. M.; David L Lewis, of Flora Visson?" asked Black.
this 6th day June, 1923.
ta, N. M.; David W. Stiles, of Farm"Well," replied White, "he's the said, court
ington, N. M.; Thomas Allen, of
kind of a fellow who skates on thin (SEAL OF DISTRICT COURT)
. NAT GARCIA,
Flora Vista, Na .M.
ice, rocks the boat, races a train -- to
f WT"I WfJI
A Me AAajwJDs.eVt
County Clerk, McKinley County,
the crossing and looks to see how
Clerkr of the Diand
much gas there is in the tank with a
'
(1866)
lighted match. Nobody knows why strict Court of said County.
I
First Pub. June 9
be has ton able to live as long as he (1858)
'
i
Last Pub. July 7
Last Pub. Jons 30.
s." Cuctanau Enquirer.
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PUN FECI! TC2 PRESS
AESOP FAELB
"CHEATING TE3 CHEATES"

WEDNESDAY
Tawta Cwn Prodactlea
"TSX GIRL OP TBS
GOLDEN WEST"

PoSari Coasedy
"If 8. HIPPO"
THURSDAY

on a ireu anon, ana ar- ine oaii.
vin took it and threw to Weiss, but
the ball was a little too hot to handle
nil want naaf
Than hnfh Weiaa anil
elusive
the
Ervin
after
started
pelllet
. . .. n
!
1
A
M
J
anfl DOU voeiss ana ervin etoppeu.
While they were politely waiting on
the other to go over the bench where
the ball lay and throw it back, two
Gamerco scores came in and the count
stood even,
Gamerco stepped out into a lead in
thA fifth with mi, aaaw
mnrev antra hut
w the
Tva
ajiav ,atra
Grays again evened the count up with
one in tne sixtn.Aiwr we ways
had regained their lost lead in the

-

.

Repeating
THE GIRL OP THE
GOLDEN WEST
--

FRIDAY
Repeating
-THE GIRL OF THE
GOLDEN WEST"

SATURDAY

Anclt was

aiirhtL

with

11D

tWO OH

base. The heavy hitting Gamerco
fielder poled out a triple to score
both base runners and win the game
One run was already
for his team.
in when Angle scored the other two

runners.

Parent!
luHitin turn
also trot a triple. Weiss hurled the
whole game for the Grays and
went the entire route for Gamtriraa-harirer-

The Above ia a Sample of The
Big Prof rami which will be
ahowif at THE REX daring the
Summer.

a.

na

erco.
The acore by innings:
.
Grays
Gamerco

GOLDEN FDIffTY

. 200 001
000 210

. .

...
Batteries:

vin.

Gamerco

Grays

R. H

0104

03-

-6

E
6
2

9
12

Weiss and

McKenna

son.

and

ErWil-

(Herald Correspondence)

A Pure Cream Product
WILL CONTEND POR
"OPPORTUNITY ROOM"

Prof. Roy L. White will leave for
Santa Fe today where he will go before the State Tax Commission meeting and urge the allowance of the

"Opportunity Room" for the Gallup
schools. Prof. White worked out such
a plan while in charge of the Tyron
ichoola, where he had practically
lame conditions as in the Gallup
schools. It is claimed by teachers
who have looked into this plan of the
"Opportunity Room" that it helps
considerable in taking care of students who enter school at advanced
ages, some of whom can not speak
any English, also that it helps those
who are backward with their- studies.
Prof. White will place the proposition squarely up to the Commission,
and hopes to retain for Gallup the
"Opportunity Room," this allowance
having been cut by the State Educational Auditor.
-
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We want Fifty to sign up for course starting September 1, 1923

'
The SAN JUAN COMMERCIAL SCHOOL
Of Durango, Colorado

PRCGIAU OF SPOUTS TO

F.IARTIALLAU

TRBAL CCUI.m

BE HELD

AT GATiERCO Oil JULY

FOIt THE NAVAJOS

4, 1923

start at nine o'clock, and will con
sist of the following races:
American Horse Race, quarter mile, entrance iee $o.vu
Second Prize $30.00
First Prize $50.00
Two-yeOld Colt Race, 300 yards, entrance fee $5.00
Second Prize $30.00
First Prize $50.00
Cow Pony Race, 300 yards, no entrance fee
Second Prize $5.00
First Prize $10.00
'Navajo Horse Race, quarter mile, no entrance fee
Second Prize $5.00
Rirst Prize $10.00
Afternoon program, will start at one o'clock, and will conV
sist of the following:
Baseball game between the Gamerco Club and some other
club, the name of which will be announced later.
.
Chicken pull for Navajo Indians
Prize
Second
$5.00
Prize
First
$10.00
Broncho Riding Contest, entrance fee $2.50
Second Prize $10.00
First Prize $25.00
Goat Roping Contest, entrance fee $2.50
Second Prize $10.00
First Prize $25.00
One Hundred Yard Foot Race for Men
Prize $10.00
Old
and Under
Sack Race for Boys 14 Years
y
Prize
Second
$1.00
First Prize $6.00
Three-legge- d
Race
C
Second Prize $1.00
First Prize $5.00
Mornino- - nroojram will

,

Mr. J. F. Branson returned home
from a few weeks visit with home
folks. His dauehter. Lenore. and son.
J. F., accompanied him.
About twenty live oi tne xoreau
people went on a weiner roast last
Thursday nieht at the Staples home
stead. The evening was spent in.fry- s,
ing meat roasting weiners and
then several games were
Greased Pig Race
played by the camp fire light.
Prize the PIG
MUa Anna Johnson is here visitine
is
Miss
Johnson
the Staple's family.
14 Years Old and Under
Fifty Yard Foot Race for BoysSecond
from Honalula.
Prize $1.00
First Prize $2.00
Miss Thelma Byrne oi Albuquerque
is spending this week with the
to
Coal Loading Contest (Miners from other camps invited
Byrne's.
The dance was well attended Saturday nieht. Every one reported a
Prize $20.00
good time and swell music, the mus
Tug-of-Wfor Miners
ic was f urntshd Dy a uauup orcnestra.
Miss Dorothy Ladd is visiting in
Prize
$18.00
Albuquerque this week.
A Aanrtt waa riven at the NaVSIO
ill v Vil1 rinrtaff the eveninff on the
Theatre Tuesday night in
Misses Thelma Byrne
day.
Draninn. who are here for the week. which will also furnish music during
Mr. uus Griinn and aaugnter,
The public is cordiallyVi invited to attend.
were shopping in Thoreau Wed
.
.
m
errnnnn ac which niace can
ii v .
i
marsh-mellow-

s
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HAGER-MACLAIM MADE THAT SHERCOMMISSIONER
CALLS MEETING AT
IFF FAILS TO ENFORCE
LAWS AND SOLDIERS
TOADLENA
FOR JULY
TAKE CHARGE
SEVENTH
N

ar

SANTA FE, June 25. Mr! H. J.
Hftcerman. Commissioner to the Na
vajo Tribe, has called a meetingcon-of
the Navajo Tribal uouncu ana
vention to be held at the Tttadlena
School. Toadlena. N. M.. on Saturday,
July 7th, 19?3.
Toadlena is favorably located in the
Chuska Mountains and fairly accessible to a majority of the Indiana
elected to the Council. It is not far
distant from the various structures
which have recently excited the in- fh. ftantaviata and lani at
which. may possibly prove to contain
Oil in pajrinK qumnviuca.
,
The Tribal Council is a representative body recently elected under the
regulations promulgated by the Department of the Interior at mass
meetings of the Indians in the six
several Jurisdictions of the Navajo
Reservation, under the direction of
Commissioner Hagerman. It is net
avnaotAj that manv Indiana outside
the twenty four members of the Coun
cil will be present at tne time oi tne
Council meeting at Toadlena, as the
mass' of the Navajoes have already
tioH thai
itav in rmirt and elected
men of their choice to speak for them.
TTia Tnrfian Office ia not eoulDDed
4a taVo mbm nf anv nwat number ftf
people either at Toadlena or any other
Government Uonun unity witnin ine
Navajo Country.
Tnternretera and Stenoaranhera to
assist at the meeting have been ap
pointed, as provided Dy tne regulations by the Commissioner to the
Navajo Tribe.
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WE ARE THE FIRST
TO SHOW THE SEASON'S NEWEST
Our Factory Representative Will Open His Tronic

At The Style Shop
Corner Coal Avenue At Second Street

SATURDAY and MONDAY, JUNE 30TH AND JULY 2ND
WITH A COMPLETE LINE OF

SUITS,
:

COATS AND DRESSES
For Fall De'ivery, 1923

We Take Great Pleaiuure In Introducing Advanced Styles for Fall
From New York's Leading Manufacturer

Prices Ranging From
;

s

When Buying

019S.C0

From The Style Shop We Aaaure You That We Live

Ready-To-W- er

Up To Our Slogan

"Exclusive Modes, No Two Alike In Same City"
BE SURE AND BE HERE SATURDAY OR MONDAY
SEE THIS LINE ON LIVING MODELS

'

etc
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Father cf "H&nsraer"
Victim in JcJI
LOS ANGELES. Cel., June 24
Fred Tremaine, father of Alberto
M'aarinwa. the hammer' miiniar v4rJm
of
Clara Phillips, willaa soon be behind
a
.a
i.aenis Dautne same prison wans with
who
sever
ghter's slayer. Tremaine,
al weeks ago pleaded guilty to a
charge of grand larceny in connection
with the theft of some candy, some
automobile equipment and $24 in cash,

uraa fawlav itantaH nrfthafimi hv Jnilare'
McCormick and sentenced to from one
!
n
A
it
to ten years in san
itfuemin penitena

tiary,

,
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A woman enraged, fighting for the
love of her dead husband, will be aeon
in "The Power Within" at Rex next

Tuesday night
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BUGS AND LICK

There are two kinds of insects that
do the most damage on trees and gar-Ac- n
tnipV. auckinar and bitinff. As a
rule the indication of the sucking in
sect is the turning oi tne piani to a
pale green indicating an unhealthy
condition. The effects of the biting
insect is of course noticeable since
there will be a number of holes eaten
in the leaves. The method of control
on the two different insects is by the
use of a Contact spray for the sucking and a poison for the biting. There
are a great many different sprays
of different preparations but the, two
given below will be found very practical and most generally used.
For sucking insects. . Nicotine Sulphate (40per eent) 1 pint, Soap, 8
pounds, water, 100 gallons.
The soap should first be dissolved
in a few gallons of water and added
to the whole amount The Nicotine
is added last. The soap causes the
liquid to spread easily and to stick
on Plants' from which water tends to
':
roll off.
For biting insects: Arsenate ox
land used at the rate of two pounds
to fifty gallons of water and applied
as a spray. The arsenate of lead is a
powder so should be Kept wen agitated while it is being applied. :
TVio nrnnnr uae of the above SDravs
will be found to keep under control
most of the insects that do )the most
damage vo gardens nuu moot.
H. P. POWPRS,
:,
y
County Farm Agent.
o
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June

CITY, Okla.,

Governor J. C. Walton today placed
Okmulgee county under martial law,
declaring in his proclamation that a
state of lawlesnes and terror exists
there.
The action was unexpected." Announcement of the issuance of the
reclamation was made by Aldrich
8 lake, the governor1!
secretary, late
this afternoon,
y
The proclamation, ho said, asserted
that "a state of lawlessness and terror" tmitU in Okmulgee county as a
result of the "neglect of the sheriff to
enforce the law.
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We know what the Fourth of July nesday.
for. It ia so they can hold a big
o
There's a reason why people, trade
prise fight somewhere. Ann Arbor
Times News.
VCU
at the Army Store.
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at bat,

Chief Ervin had a good day
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Mary Miles Minter in
"DRUMS OF FATE"
Christie. Comedy
"HOT WATER"
WEEKLY NEWS
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BECkETAKIaL

proved a better basettCl
tram that the Duke City Grays when
than
im mli aama nf a tlifM.
tame series played at Gamerco 8un
day, oy a score 01 e to . An. auiohso-Gasto-n
act by Weiss and Ervin proved
tha Crava and let in
rfliuhwiu
the two runs that gave the Gamerco
outfit enougn margin to win. im
fltlding of the Grays was very faulty,
A crowd of about 500 saw the game.
After the Grays had gotten away
to a two-ru- n
lead in the first inning
ml Walaa had haan tinliltfiar Gamercn
batters down tight came the freakish
csstastrophe to the Grays, in which
their battery pair participated. With
two men on base a. long fly wsa
knocked to Mose Chaves in right field.
Chaves made the catch and heaved
in to the plate to cut off the runners from scoring. Weiss and Ervin

hz::day
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Miss Mary Willson will leave today, Saturday, for a, visit to Carls
bad, Roswell and Santa Fe. Miss
Willson will bo gone about three
weeks, returning via Albuquerque.

' T.avtah aocietv wedding, ffonreoua
with beautiful women and ue latest
gown creations, will be teen at km
next Tuesday night
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ELECTRIC
' LIGHT

to run

THOR Electric Clothes

Washer in five Minutes
Easy to work, and it makes work easy, The Thor
Electric does your whole week's wash in an hour or so,
and that means the Wringing too all by motor power
, : instead of your muscle power
-

But see all this for yourself. With no obligation to you
let us demonstrate in your own home the thoroughness,
quickness and simplicity of the THOR ELECTRIC
WASHER. When? That's for you to say. Just call
up Number 12 or drop in and ask for demonstration
"DO IT ELECTRICALLY"

Plf ELECT! HIT n
F017ER

c
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